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M I N U T E S  

GULF OF MEXICO FISHERY MANAGEMENT COUNCIL 

ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY-EIGHTH MEETING 

NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA 

MARCH 15-16.1995 

The one hundred and thirty-eighth meeting of the Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council 
was called t o  order by Chairman Julius Collins at  8:35 a.m., Wednesday, March 15, 1995. 
Council members in attendance were: 

VOTING MEMBERS 

Julius Collins 
Frank Fisher 
Philip Horn 
Andrew Kemmerer 
Albert King 
Karl Lessard 
Gilmer Nix 
Andy Martin 
Vernon Minton 
Hal Osburn 
(designee for Andrew Sansom) 
Don L. Perkins 
William Perret 
Kenneth Roberts 
Brandt Savoie 
(designee for William Perret 311 6 )  
Robert Shipp 
Thomas Wallin 
Roy Williams 
(designee for Russell Nelson) 
Glade Woods 

NONVOTING MEMBERS 

Conrad Fjetland 
RADM Robert North 

Texas 
Texas 
Mississippi 
National Marine Fisheries Service 
Alabama 
Florida 
Florida 
Louisiana 
Alabama 

Texas 
Texas 
Louisiana 
Louisiana 

Louisiana 
Alabama 
Florida 

Florida 
Mississippi 

Fish and Wildlife Service 
U. S. Coast Guard 



STAFF 

Steven Atran 
E.V.E. Joy 
Julie Krebs 
Antonio Lam berte 
Terrance Leary 
Shirley Schmotzer 
Wayne Swingle 
Natasha Throop 

OTHER PARTICIPANTS 

John Brownlee 
Roy Acord 
Captain Tim Adams 
Ronald Anderson 
Shella Barger 
John Benn 
Brad Brown 
Cindy Caldwell 
Robert Cox 
Terry Crawford 
Dave Deller 
Jean Disler 
T. L. Disler 
W. G. Disler 
Jason Eskew 
Craig Farmer 
Maryella Gibson 
Mick Garreh 
Tom Gibson 
Shannon Grasley 
Richard Haines 
Marty Harris 
Mike Hill 
Peter Honor 
Captain Jeff Hubbard 
LCDR Mark Johnson 
(Designee for RADM North) 
Darryl Kennard 
Chris Kopecky 
April Kulp 
Bo Mackey 
Chartis Martin 
Fred Mirambell 
Christy Moradmand 
Tom Murray 

Population Dynamics Statistician 
NOAA General Counsel 
Secretary 
Economist 
Fishery Biologist 
Secretary 
Executive Director 
Secretary 

South Atlantic Council, Charleston, South Carolina 
Terry Town, Louisiana 
Destin, Florida 
Golden Leadow, Louisiana 
Tampa, Florida 
Sheffield, Alabama 
NMFS, Miami, Florida 
Metairie, Louisiana 
Mobile, Alabama 
Pearl River, Louisiana 
Metairie, Louisiana 
Fort Wayne, lndiana 
Destin, Florida 
Fort Wayne, lndiana 
Fort Walton Beach, .Florida 
Metairie, Louisiana 
Destin, Florida 
Fort Walton Beach, Florida 
Destin, Florida 
Destin, Florida 
River Ridge, Louisiana 
Tallahassee, Florida 
Woodlands, Texas 
Pensacola, Florida 
Madeira Beach, Florida 
U. S. Coast Guard 

Gautier, Mississippi 
Kenner, Louisiana 
Destin, Florida 
Fort Walton Beach, Florida 
Destin, Florida 
Marrero, Louisiana 
Gautier, Mississippi 
Tampa, Florida, Seafood Producers 
and Consumers Association 



John Nuckley 
Ellen Peel 
Captain R. F. Powers 
Karon Radzik 
Richard Rahilly 
Lori Reid 
Tommy Reid 
Blair Robinson 
Joy Saddler 
John Sanchez 
Mark Schleifstein 
Anna Schmitz 
Captain Tom Schmitz, 
David Smith 
Harley Smith 
Kathy Smith 
Robert Spaeth 

Jack Spey 
Kraig Stutes 
Tarrchi Tarrachi 
Doug Valverde 
Louise Valverde 

', Michael Walker 
Bobbi Walker 
Bill Wickers 
Kay Williams 
Glade Woods 
Johnny Yarbrough 
David Yardley 

, New Orleans, Louisiana 
St. Petersburg, Florida 
New Orleans, Louisiana 
Fort Walton Beach, Florida 
Fort Walton Beach, Florida 
Destin, Florida 
Destin, Florida 
Gloucester, Massachusetts 
Destin, Florida 
Marathon, Florida 
New Orleans, Louisiana 
Destin, Florida 
Destin, Florida 
Santa Rosa Beach, Florida 
Santa Rosa Beach, Florida 
Santa Rosa Beach, Florida 
Madeira Beach, Florida, 
Southern Offshore Fisherman's Association 
Fort Walton Beach,Florida 
Covington, Louisiana 
Fort Walton Beach, Florida 
Kyle, Texas 
Kyle, Texas 
Destin, Florida 
Orange Beach, Alabama 
Key West, Florida 
Pascagoula, Mississippi 
Biloxi, Mississippi 
Steinhatchee, Florida 
Destin, Florida 

Ado~tion of Aaenda 

The agenda was adopted wi th the following modifications: Accept grouper size limit 
public testimony before coral public testimony; under Other Business, include presentation 
by Dr. Tom Mcllwain on the status of registration of vessels as a result of Endangered 
Species Act  in biological opinion; Council approval of travel t o  Bycatch Workshop and 
Dick Hoogland travel t o  NMFS Habitat Workshop; summary of amendments t o  Magnuson 
Act; (Mr. Swingle noted Congress plans t o  proceed rapidly wi th the reauthorization of the 
Magnuson Ac t  since the budget committee indicated they may not fund acts that were 
not reauthorized); review letter from Dr. Kemmerer requesting a status report by each 
state on implementation of the bag limit and size limit rules for red snapper; and summary 
of golden crab fishery by Dr. Kemmerer. 

A D D ~ O V ~ ~  of Minutes 

The minutes of the Gulf Council meeting held in Houston, Texas, January 18-1 9, 1995 
were approved wi th the following changes: Page 16, paragraph 2, line 3, change Mr. King 



t o  appropriate person; page 41, first paragraph, line 5, change dirty t o  derby; page 39, 
t paragraph 1, line 10, change dirty t o  derby; page 30, paragraph 4, line 9, change '...I feel 

that looking management of the fishery ...I t o  '...I feel that looking at the management of 
the fishery...'; page six, paragraph three, last line, change enforceable t o  unenforceable; 
page seven, paragraph two, line one change '...should solved in the location of the 
problem and not throughout the entire Gulf. t o  '...should be solved in the local area 
rather than putting the approach across the entire Gulf of Mexico.' 

Public Testimonv 

Red G r o u ~ e r  Size Limit 

Bob Spaeth, Southern Offshore Fishing Association (SOFA), Madeira Beach, Florida, stated 
SOFA harvested over 5 0  percent of the quota out of their three-mile strip of land. He felt 
that people who attend the public hearings had strong emotions and were uninformed on 
the issues. He requested that the Council hold seminars t o  educate the public on the red 
grouper size limit issue. 

He noted that the commercial quota had not been met since the regulation was enacted 
in 1990. He related the science indicated that the stock was never overfished and did not 
require a quota, a 20-fathom longline ban, size limits and bag limits. Amendment 1, stated 
that a 20-inch size limit would result in a 4 2  percent reduction in the commercial catch. 
He felt that it was not realized that 8 0  t o  9 0  percent of their harvest was red grouper. 
He stressed that virtually 6 0  percent of the bottom was restricted, and he could only fish 
in a very narrow corridor which made it almost impossible t o  fill the quota. He stated that 
an experimental longline boundary change approved by Council was backed off by industry 
because they felt that the quota might have been filled. 

Mr. Spaeth stated that the quota was set as total allowable catch (TAC) by the Council 
for the industry however did not provide a means t o  fill it. He felt a filled quota was better 
for the fisherman, the consumer who eats the fish, and hopefully filling the quota would 
make the fish available at a lower price t o  the consumer because of supply and demand. 
He claimed that it did not matter how, where, or when the fish were harvested, rather 
how many fish were killed t o  reach that quota. He felt that was the intent of industry, t o  
stop waste and try and catch the quota. 

Mr. Spaeth supported the 18-inch size limit for the recreational sector. He would support 
20-inch size limit i f  the recreational anglers supported a 20-inch size limit. He previously 
supported a 20-inch size limit for the commercial sector because of the mortality and the 
science. He contended i f  the size limit was not changed t o  1 8  inches, the only other 
alternative t o  reach the quota would be t o  allow a larger area t o  fish. He stated it was 
previously decided that the size limit in saving fish was better than movina in. 

Mr. Spaeth exhibited a graph t o  illustrate there was more bottom t o  fish t o  the north. He 
pointed out that the northern Gulf was predominately a gag grouper area, and the red 
grouper habitat begins from approximately Tarpon Springs south. He strongly requested 
the Council approve a 15-fathom longline boundary. He stated that the 1 5  fathoms would 
be sufficient, however, there would be a problem in that there was a 10-fathom stressed 
area boundary. He stated the 10-fathom stressed area boundary should coincide wi th the 
longline boundary. He felt one boundary would aid in enforcement and provide the bottom 



necessary t o  fish. 

Mr. Perret questioned whether the 10-fathom line was in state or federal waters. Mr. 
Spaeth responded federal waters. 

Mr. Williams asked i f  Mr. Spaeth was a fleet operator, how big was his fleet, and how 
many vessels Roger Koske had. Mr. Spaeth answered he was a fleet operator w i th  1 0  
vessels, and Roger Koske had t w o  vessels. Mr. Spaeth stated he had 3 5  vessels fishing 
from his fishhouse. Mr. Williams asked if the fishhouse was for SOFA or his personally. 
Mr. Spaeth said the vessels fish all over, and there were four fishhouses. Mr. Williams 
asked which fishhouse Mr. Spaeth owned. Mr. Spaeth replied Madeira Beach Seafood and 
Fishermen's Ice and Bait. Mr. Williams asked Mr. Spaeth what his vessels would fish for 
should the quota be filled, and the fishery was closed down for an extended period of 
time. Mr. Spaeth responded that some people would fish in  deep water. 

Mr. Spaeth referred t o  a letter he had written t o  the Council on September 16, 1994  in 
which he indicated there was a discrepancy of 1.7 million pounds and 9,000 trips between 
Florida's data and the federal data. He did not know the result of his letter t o  the Council, 
however, he did receive a letter from Dr. Kemmerer indicating that the matter was being 
researched. 

Mr. Williams requested that Mr. Spaeth clarify what he meant by the industry favoring the 
18-inch size limit as public testimony, certainly at Sarasota, indicated that the industry did 
not support the 18-inch size limit. There were commercial fishermen at the meeting in 
Tampa who were not supportive of the 18-inch size limit, and there have been letters from 
Mr. Gill in Crystal River and from commercial fishermen in Pasco County that did not 
support the change so the industry was not unanimous in their position. Mr. Williams 
noted that Mr. Spaeth related that he would just as soon catch the quota and then do 
something else. Other longline operators and bandit fishermen have stated that they fear 
closure and would rather be operating all year long. I f  the price was good now, they 
would rather fish year round even i f  they do not catch the entire quota than t o  be shut out 
for t w o  or three months during the year i f  the quota was filled. Some fishermen fear the 
quota closure and potential derby more than they fear not catching the quota. Mr. 
Williams questioned why Mr. Spaeth's perspective was different from theirs. Mr. Spaeth 
responded that although there were t w o  longliners that testified in Sarasota, there were 
over 300 longliners from whom he gets calls. Therefore, Mr. Spaeth stated that the 
majority favored the 18-inch size limit, and the bandit fishermen and longliners were split, 
50150. He would allow the charter industry speak for itself. He repeated there were a 
few people who did not want the 18-inch size limit on grouper, but the majority favored 
it. He felt i f  the issue was put it t o  a vote, 75  percent of the people would be for the 18- 
inch size limit in the commercial sector. 

Mr. Horn asked Mr. Spaeth when he received his information that t he  red grouper fishery 
had never been overfished as assumed in Amendment 1. Mr. Spaeth responded he was 
made aware that the information from a phone call wi th NMFS. Mr. Horn questioned 
whether most of the comments made were under the assumption the fishery had been in 
a poor state and perhaps had recovered, while not knowing that it never was in a poor 
state biologically prior t o  that time. Mr. Spaeth reiterated his opening statement that 
people do not have all the facts when giving public testimony. 



Mr. King questioned why there was concern that the quota would be filled when he felt 
there was never a need for a quota t o  be set because the fishery was not overfished, yet 
the Council was going t o  consider an action that would permit an overrun in a different 
reef fish complex. Mr. Spaeth responded that he thought Mr. King was referring t o  the 3- 
million pound overage in the red snapper fishery every year. He felt there was no harm 
i f  there was a little overrun, or i f  he lost the month of December, since he lost t w o  or 
three weeks in December anyway. He predicted that there would be smaller landings of 
red grouper this year due t o  sharks, weather and people trying t o  make sure they get into 
the fishery. 

Dr. Roberts asked Mr. Spaeth t o  elaborate on his statement that people were taking some 
sort of action t o  preserve their future options by going into the shark fishery. Dr. Roberts 
also inquired whether there were any other fisheries where the quota was reached and did 
not have effort in the red grouper fishery. Mr. Spaeth stated the grouper boats can only 
participate in about three other fisheries tuna, swordfish, and shark. The gear on the 
boats limits the type of fishing t o  be economically beneficial. 

Dr. Roberts questioned whether part of the shortfall experienced this year was due t o  
people shifting into shark fisheries. Mr. Spaeth responded all of his vessels had t o  travel 
t o  2 0  fathoms and had t o  shark fish first before catching grouper. He stressed that he did 
not want t o  be shut out of one fishery or the other. 

Mr. Williams inquired i f  there was a problem wi th the shark longliners and grouper 
longliners cutting up small red grouper for bait. Mr. Spaeth reported he had heard some 
talk of this, but he did not know t o  what extent adding that it could result in a problem 
wi th  mortality and it should be researched. 

Captain Jeff Hubbard, Madeira Beach, Florida, party boat owner, stated that he had 
brought w i th  him the votes supporting the 18-inch size limit of party boat owners from 
Panama City down t o  the Keys. He indicated out of 3 4  party boat owners, 15  could not 
be reached, and 17  adamantly supported the 18-inch size limit. During the summer he 
threw back 10-20 red groupers, and there was only one, or t w o  on the bottom, 
commenting they do survive. He also stated that several other party boat owners shared 
his opinion about the survival rate of the red grouper. He indicated that Captain Dukes 
and Earl Robinson wanted their names mentioned that they supported the 18-inch size 
limit. He expressed on behalf of Doug Blevins, President of the Panama City Charter Boat 
Association, that he adamantly opposed the 18-inch size limit. He felt it would be prudent 
t o  adopt an 18-inch size limit for the commercial sector but retain the 20-inch size limit 
for the recreational sector because they do not travel t o  more than 120  fathoms anyway. 
He noted that on an average his party boat threw back 200 red grouper every trip, and 
most of them were close t o  the 20-inch size limit. 

Mr. Perret asked Captain Hubbard, of the 200  red grouper he threw back, whether he felt 
a large percent were surviving. Captain Hubbard replied yes. Mr. Perret asked i f  the 3 4  
party boat owners from Panama City t o  the Keys have 66 vessels. Captain Hubbard 
replied from the information he had read that morning, it was 66 vessels, however, 
according t o  the NMFS there were only 3 0  party boat owners. Mr. Perret questioned 
Captain Hubbard's statement that he had 1 7  party boat owners that supported the 18-inch 
size limit, 15  could not be reached, and 1 who adamantly supported the 20-inch size limit. 

I Captain Hubbard replied that was correct. 



Dr. Kemmerer requested clarification of how many party boat owners were actually 
contacted. Captain Hubbard replied that he had attempted t o  contact all 34, but only 1 7  
were actually reached. Dr. Kemmerer additionally requested clarification of the 17  how 
many supported the 18-inch size limit. Captain Hubbard responded only one. Dr. 
Kemmerer asked how the commercial industry in general would respond t o  a differential 
size limit between commercial and recreational. Captain Hubbard indicated, i f  the party 
boat owners were educated on the mortality of red grouper, he felt they would support 
a differential size limit between commercial and recreational. For the differential size limit 
t o  work, the longliners would have t o  stay beyond 2 0  fathoms. 

Mr. Perret asked Captain Hubbard if the charter fishermen were catching their limit. 
Captain Hubbard stated they were not, but they were enjoying catching the undersize fish. 

Johnny Yarbrough, Steinhatchee, Florida, supported the 18-inch size limit for the 
commercial sector, and retaining the 20-inch size limit for recreational. He felt the red 
grouper fishery was being discriminated against due t o  the fact that there were variations 
in size limits in other fisheries, i.e., amberjack size limits were 3 6  inches for commercial 
versus 28 inches for recreational, red snapper was 1 4  inches for commercial versus 15 
inches for recreational; and, i f  Amendment 1 1 was approved, the vermilion snapper size 
limit would be 12 inches for commercial and 1 0  inches for recreational. He reiterated the 
various fisheries have size differentials, and he felt the grouper fishery should have the 
same opportunity. 

Mr. Perret questioned whether decreasing the size limit would cause the fish houses t o  get 
a lower price. Mr. Yarbrough stated he did not think that would be a problem as 18  

I inches would still be above the price break point. There was no problem selling 18-inch 
fish. 

Mr. Osburn asked Mr. Yarbrough i f  he thought that decreasing the size limit t o  18  inches 
would result in the possibility of increasing the stock thus having new entrants into the 
fishery who concentrate their effort on the 18-inch fish. For a year or two, at  least the 
a quota would be filled in a very short time, July or August. If that was a possibility, 
would the fishermen return t o  the Council asking for protection for the historical 
participants in that fishery. Mr. Yarbrough felt those protections were already in place 
wi th the regulations and restrictions. 

Dr. Roberts asked Mr. Yarbrough if he felt the only reason the red grouper quota had not 
been met was because of the regulations. Mr. Yarbrough replied that he could not answer 
that question specifically; however, he did state they have not reached the quota. The 18- 
inch grouper would not be detrimental t o  the SPR, and it would certainly assist the 
economy of the commercial sector. 

Mr. Williams asked i f  Mr. Yarbrough was a trap fisherman, and Mr. Yarbrough replied yes. 
Mr. Williams asked i f  he saw the same kind of mortality in the same size grouper that the 
longline industry saw. Mr. Yarbrough answered, no adding that the mortality study done 
by NMFS would confirm that. Mr. Williams asked whether Mr. Yarbrough was fishing in 
the same area as the longliners. Mr. Yarbrough said no, the longline boundary primarily 
keeps them away from the recreational fishermen. Mr. Williams questioned whether he 
was fishing in the Big Bend or Madeira Beach area. Mr. Yarbrough advised they were 

\ fishing in the Big Bend area, however, his fishing was done primarily out of Steinhatchee. 



Dr. Kemmerer asked Mr. Yarbrough whether he felt the industry fully understood that if 
I the size limit was reduced t o  18  inches, the red grouper fishery would provide a lot more 

fish for the first year or two, but would subsequently revert t o  the present condition. 
There would be a lot of 1 6  and 17-inch fish, where as now there were a lot of 18  and 19- 
inch fish. Mr. Yarbrough acknowledged that he fully understood that concept and so did 
the industry. 

Captain Marty Harris, Tallahassee, Florida, agreed with Dr. Kemmerer that the 18-inch 
grouper would fill the quota. The fishermen have not been meeting their quota by 
800,000 or a million pounds. He stated that NMFS records have indicated how many 18- 
inch and 20-inch fish have been caught. Through the mortality study done in the past 
year and a half, there was a seven percent longline mortality and a t w o  percent trap 
mortality which resulted in 6 6  dead fish totaling 2,720 traps observed out of over 8,000 
traps; they have currently observed over 10,000 traps. He commented that he had heard 
members of the Council say some of the studies were bogus and that the fish were not 
handled correctly. He felt i f  the Council believed the studies were bogus then the 
fishermen should be allowed t o  triple the mortality, which would increase it t o  six percent 
which was still a lot  less than 33 percent. I f  the 6 6  dead fish were taken from the 2,000 
t o  3,000 traps and tripled t o  198 fish, i f  he could just keep half of those 200 fish, that 
1 0 0  head of fish would equal probably 300-350 pounds of fish, or possibly $700 which 
would pay his bait bill, or half of his fuel bill. He noted finances were something he was 
very concerned about considering there was t o  be a net ban in Florida, and his bait cost 
could increase 1 0  t o  2 0  percent. Just the small amount that they would pick up would 
be 1 0  t o  15 percent in income. 

He stated he knew Bob Gill who ran a fish house Crystal River, and Mr. Gill's primary 
grouper was gag; he did not do that much red grouper fishing. He stated he talked by 
phone that morning t o  fish houses that did a lot of red grouper fishing such as Keith's 
Fish, Marathon, Summerland Fish, National Seafood, Charter Seafood, Capree, Kelly, Kirt, 
Dixie, and let them know they needed t o  FAX statements relating0 they favored the 18- 
inch size limit. The fish house owners claimed they did not know about the Sarasota and 
Tampa public hearings. The reason a lot of the fishermen were not at  the public hearings 
was because NMFS had already sent out a letter stating in the near future, meaning 
February or March, the 18-inch size limit was going t o  be implemented. The fish house 
owners did not realize they had an opportunity t o  attend public hearings t o  support the 18- 
inch size limit because they thought they were already guaranteed it and only the 
recreational sector had a problem. 

He felt that when fishermen brought in new science if it did not f i t  the format the Council 
liked, it was bogus information. He felt i f  the fishing industry was asked t o  help, then 
their opinions should be given consideration. He felt the Council was more concerned wi th 
what the recreational sector wanted than the commercial sector and that politics took 
precedence over scientific data. He noted science indicated that fishermen could catch 
18-inch fish. He stated the size of red grouper was so varied over the bottom that 
regardless of the area fished, there were varied sizes. He asked the Council t o  consider, 
allowing t w o  years wi th the 18-inch size limit for commercial and 20-inch size limit for 
recreational. He stated i f  they had the rest of this season and the following season they 
could get their numbers, and wi th their trip tickets and logbooks, they would have 
scientific evidence. Thus, the stock assessment panel could put together all their data, 
and they could crunch the numbers at  that time. He felt if the Council was concerned 



about a closure at the end of a season, he suggested the Council give them a specified 
closure, in the middle of the highest part of the spawning season, then all the fishermen 
would know they had t w o  weeks off t o  f ix their boats, etc. 

He was concerned that landings were down, and they were not making enough money t o  
keep their boats up. Their captains and crews were going t o  other fisheries such as the 
crabbing industry which was about t o  have a quota. They just had a net ban in Florida 
and now the crabbing people want t o  set a moratorium. He stated he went out and 
bought over 4 0 0  traps so that he could qualify. The same reason he did not have a red 
snapper endorsement was because i f  he knew he needed 5,000 red snapper he would 
have gone and got them. He further stated i f  limited entry or ITQ were adopted, he would 
have t o  get the numbers. In his area almost all the trap fishermen laid off the grouper for 
t w o  t o  three months, and he personally gave up over three months of his fishing time this 
year. He claimed 30,000 t o  40,000 fish would have been caught during these three 
months. 

He noted, in  the briefing book, it indicated there were 1592 reef fish permits issued and 
only 975 vessels reported trips for grouper. Only 2 0  percent of the 975 vessels 
comprised 8 0  percent of the catch. That was basically 195 fishermen out of almost 1600 
permits that caught these fish, and they caught them in federal waters. He further stated 
the fishermen did not catch the fish within 4 0  miles of land, noting this was not a Florida 
issue, but was a federal issue. 

Mr. Collins referred t o  letters received via FAX during the Council meeting supporting the 
18-inch size limit (see attached). 

Dr. Roberts asked for clarification about Mr. Harris' statement that he and other fishermen 
went into the crab fishery and they lost red grouper landings as a result. Did he think 
there would be a significant number of red grouper fishermen moving into other fisheries 
i f  an 18-inch size limit was adopted t o  make up what was lost by going into the crab 
fishery. Mr. Harris replied he did not like crabbing, and that he only went t o  the crab 
fishery t o  get the landings record. They would prefer t o  be fin fishing, because it was 
really more viable and less expensive t o  do. 

Mr. Osburn asked i f  Mr. Harris thought wi th the current 20-inch size limit, would they fill 
the quota i f  the fishermen interested in catching red grouper concentrated on red grouper. 
Mr. Harris answered no they would not meet their quota and that they have lost almost 
500  boats out of this industry when the size limit went t o  the 2 0  inches. He stated at the 
time the size limit went t o  2 0  inches they were landing 12-inch fish, and with no warning 
they had t o  go t o  a 20-inch fish. Half the fleet was gone then. Mr. Osburn asked Mr. 
Harris i f  he believed the release mortality was fairly low, stating one of the arguments he 
had heard from other fishermen about going t o  an 18-inch size limit was because the high 
release mortality and did they not want that waste. Secondarily, i f  release mortality was 
low, then the yield per recruit was maximized at  a higher size. Mr. Collins replied he 
thought he was killing more fish than what the science indicated. Science indicated the 
fishermen were killing t w o  percent, and he felt they were killing ten percent. He felt that 
if he threw ten 18  t o  20-inch fish back then five or more of them were going t o  die 
because their air bladders were bigger, and they ruptured more easily. He felt that the 
small amount of the 18-inch grouper caught by fishermen would be 1 0  percent of the 
quota. I f  the fishermen caught 900,000 pounds of 18-inch fish from day one of the 



quota, that extra 1 0  percent would not close the fishery. 

Tom Murray, representing Tampa Bay Seafood Consumers and Producers Association, 
Incorporated, Tampa, Florida, stated his members handled 8 0  percent of the red grouper 
landings and wholesaling in the state of Florida. He felt there was division in opinion on 
the red grouper 18-inch size limit issue. Having dealt wi th wholesalers and fishermen 
directly involved in this issue, he felt that according t o  the best available scientific 
information and t w o  t o  three years' of Gulf Council meetings there had been no indication 
that a movement from 2 0  t o  18  inches was not biologically constructive nor economically 
viable. The 1993 Stock Assessment Panel Report indicated that the 20-inch size limit of 
red grouper was beyond the minimum size producing maximum yield per recruit which 
optimizes the yield in the fishery. The same stock assessment indicated that before 
Amendment 1 the SPR ratios in this fishery were already 2 6  t o  2 7  percent. It was safe 
t o  say that a reduction in size limit would have little t o  no biological risk while adding a lot 
of value t o  an industry which needs it. 

Dr. Goodyear reported in the 1993 assessment there was no difference in the spawning 
potential ratio for 20-inch versus 18-inch fish. There has been a lot of hard work and 
attention by the various industry groups and fishermen in following this issue. The AP Bell 
Fish Company has changed their opinion about the 18-inch size limit, stating they were 
afraid the sport fishing inside of 2 0  fathoms on 18-inch fish would harm the resource, so 
one of the proposals t o  retain 2 0  inches for the recreational sector would mitigate that 
risk. He felt that was a constructive approach. The other fish houses indicated that 
marketing an 18-inch fish would not be a problem. He stated the reason they were at  the 
Council meeting rehashing this was because of a recent report made by Dr. Holiman 

\ indicating impacts on recreational yield. He referred t o  the Murray Model which suggested 
that given the best responsible assumptions in his projections, given the actual landings 
of red grouper as a percentage of shallow water grouper, the most conservative 
assumptions were the 25 percent releases in the 18  and 20-inch category would still will 
not reach the quota. I f  his figures were further adjusted for the difference between 
landings in state waters versus the federal zones he realizes 2 0  t o  3 0  percent of the 
groupers come out of the federal zone. He stated that would lower the total recreational 
harvest based on the Holiman study t o  about 3 million pounds for shallow water grouper. 
Again, Steve Holiman tried t o  do a good job on this but he was not sure that scrutiny in 
the open debate was clear. He felt that there was very little reason in this document 
based upon what Mr. Gregory said yesterday in the meeting, t o  fear a quota overrun by 
the recreational industry. He felt biologists appear t o  be using more of their intuition now 
than they were their data. The fishing industry was very nervous too; they were not 
afraid of reaching the quota permanently. The projections by Dr. Eldridge indicated that 
they take 8 0  percent of the quota this year. When the past shallow water grouper quotas 
were met, this Council and NMFS adjusted the next year's quota t o  compensate. There 
were ways of doing this that could be constructive and would minimize the risk t o  the 
resource but also allow a difficult economic situation t o  be mitigated. Having looked at 
the briefing document, he was concerned that the Council was being overwhelmed wi th 
a lot of uninformed mass mailings and petitions from groups. 

Mr. Williams questioned whether Mr. Murray's argument was that the recreational quota 
was unlikely t o  be captured so long as Florida stays at the 20-inch size limit. Mr. Murray 
stated that his argument was, given the best assumptions from the Holloman paper and 
according t o  the information received yesterday, probably 25 percent of the releases 



would be 18 t o  20-inches, and landings would still would not reach the quota based upon 

I 
actual catches in the Holiman document. Mr. Williams asked if this was.regardless of 
what Florida did. Mr. Murray answered yes. 

Dr. Kemmerer stated that he disagreed with Murray's analysis, adding that the best 
estimate was that the recreational fishermen would reach about 7.1 million pounds which 
was clearly over the quota. He questioned Mr. Murray about his statement that there 
was a difference of opinion within the industry in going to  the 18-inch size limit. He 
asked if you were representing 80  percent of red grouper production, what was their, 
difference of opinion. Mr. Murray stated that out of seven fish houses he mentioned, four 
strongly support the 18-inch size limit, one was currently opposed t o  it, and t w o  were 
undecided. He further stated that the four fish houses that strongly supported the 18-inch 
size limit do a high volume red grouper business, they were knowledgeable on the issue, 
and admit they would like to  have larger fish all the time; however, the 18-inch fish did 
not pose a problem. 

Dr. Kemmerer asked for clarification of Mr. Murray's statement that there would be some 
biological benefits t o  the 18-inch size limit and why he felt he would get a better yield per 
recruit. All the observer data indicated mortality was quite low so indeed yield per recruit 
was going to  be maximized at some point about 20 inches, not below 20  inches. Mr. 
Murray replied that he relied on the most recent information from the Southeast Fisheries 
Center stock assessment reports. Dr. Kemmerer asked if he would change his mind if he 
knew that he would optimize his yield per recruit at around 20  inches based on the very 
low mortality findings. Mr. Murray answered, if in fact we were doing something was 
wasteful t o  the resource, he certainly would. He felt that the way it was being managed 
was wasteful. He felt not taking advantage of potential production which leads to  
economic benefits for the users. There was no indication that the information would be 
forthcoming. 

Dr. Kemmerer asked him again if he would change his mind. Mr. Murray said certainly, 
if the data changed, adding that they have always tried t o  be consistent with the best 
available data. All indications were what was being proposed was constructive. 
Goodyear said on the SAP conference call, there was no biological difference between 20 
and 16-inch size fish. In terms of yield per recruit, Goodyear stated there was actually a 
higher yield per recruit at a lower size limit than there was at 20  inches. Dr. Kemmerer 
advised that was an untrue statement. 

Mr. Williams stated if release mortality was low, then there was an advantage to  releasing 
these fish and allowing them to  continue to  grow. Therefore, when Goodyear said there 
was no difference between 16 and 20  inches, it depended upon the release mortality. If 
release mortality was low, then there was a benefit. He felt if the yield per recruit was 
maximized at 23 or 24  inches and if the release mortality was as low as Mr. Murray 
suggested, maybe there should be an increase. Mr. Murray felt what should have been 
done was t o  look at the study which indicated 90  percent of the releases were dead. Mr. 
Williams disagreed with Mr. Murray's statement that 90  percent of the releases were 
dead. Mr. Murray clarified that the data indicated of those released there was a 90  
percent mortality. Mr. Williams asked what data he was referring to. Mr. Murray 
responded the initial results from longliners was 8 percent survival rate. To the fishermen 
in the business you were taking hundreds of thousands of pounds of fish that were 
wasted offshore. Mr. Williams rebutted that the Karen BurnsIRay Wilson report indicated 



that at 140 to  150 feet survival was pretty high and mortality was no more than 15 
I percent. As you got into deeper water the mortality increased; he did not know if it was 

ever 9 0  percent from shallow depths. The report indicated the release mortality was 
relatively low. Mr. Murray advised the citation was WilsonIBurns, Section B, Subsection 
14-C, and referred Mr. Williams t o  that section of the briefing documents. 

Mr. Horn asked Mr. Murray the source of the information indicating that yield per recruit 
could be maximized if the size limit was lowered. Mr. Murray responded he got the 
information from briefing documents for previous meetings. He referred to  Goodyear's 
1993 stock assessment report. 

Dr. Shipp explained that the yield per recruit issue was clarified in the briefing document 
Tab B, Section 3-A, Page 2 under Size Limits, in the shaded area: "if release mortality was 
zero percent, the optimum size limit was 25 inches. If a release mortality was 33  percent 
the optimum size limit was 19 inches." He further stated, everything we have heard on 
the yield per recruit issue has indicated between zero and 30  percent, so the optimum size 
limit would probably be around 22  t o  23 inches and that was in the briefing book, part of 
the documents for this meeting. 

Mr. Osburn felt there was more to  the issue since the spawning potential ratio did not 
change noticeably with minimum sizes of 18 to 20  inches. He acknowledged what Dr. 
Shipp was saying in relationship to  yield per recruit but also indicated there were 
conclusions about the SPR. Dr. Shipp commented that he was only addressing the yield 
per recruit factor. 

Gene Turner, Florida League of Anglers (FLA), St. Petersburg, Florida, stated after the 20- 
inch size limit went into effect he received letters from the fishermen and longliners stating 
their catches were down from 4 0  to  60 percent. The fishermen claimed that all the fish 
caught from depths of 120 feet or greater were pure mortality. Mr. Turner stated his only 
reason for being at the Council meeting was the 18-inch size limit. He felt the fishermen 
would not have t o  catch any more fish than currently landed, and if they reached their 
quota, the fishery would close even sooner and they would catch fewer fish in numbers. 
He related i f  a fish was released and floated off belly up and tomorrow another fish was 
found alive, that did not mean a dozen or so fish could have been eaten by sharks or some 
other predator of which you never saw the evidence that the fish did not make it. Mr. 
Turner felt that making the red grouper size limit 18 inches would stop waste of a 
resource that could be utilized. He pointed out it was not very often that the Council 
could get an opportunity t o  help a resource and the fishermen at the same time. The 
longer the fishermen have t o  fish t o  reach their quota, the more opportunity for fish to  be 
killed. 

Dr. Kemmerer asked Mr. Turner if he thought the recreational fishery would support a 
differential size limit giving the recreational fishery a 20-inch size limit and commercial an 
18-inch size limit. Mr. Turner stated he did not see a conflict at all in having a different 
size limit for the recreational and commercial sectors. 

Mr. Williams asked whether Mr. Turner would stand before the Florida Marine Fisheries 
Commission and urge them to adopt an 18-inch size limit for commercial fishermen in 
state waters, and a 20-inch size limit for recreational fishermen. Mr. Turner answered yes. 



Mr. Horn asked i f  the people represented by the FLA thought the Council, and/or the State 
of Florida were going t o  change the size limit on gag and black grouper t o  a higher size 
limit, and questioned whether FLA would support an 18-inch size limit on red grouper, or 
would they continue t o  support a 20-inch size limit minimum for red grouper. Mr. Turner 
responded that there may be problems with trying t o  raise the size limit right now because 
the average recreational fisherman's catch of red grouper was four. Mr. Horn further 
questioned how the FLA would feel i f  the information was before them which stated red 
grouper was not overfished wi th  a proposed reduction in size limit, and gag and black was 
overfished wi th a proposed increase in size limit. Mr. Turner responded it would be hard 
t o  say what their opinion would be. 

Mr. Williams asked how many members were in the FLA. Mr. Turner advised that there 
were between 12,000 and 15,000 dues paying members. 

John Sanchez, Monroe County Commercial Fishermen, Incorporated, an organization 
comprised of 400  fishing families in the Florida Keys, noted that the Socioeconomic Panel 
recommended a reduction in red grouper size limits from 2 0  inches t o  1 6  inches. He felt 
this recommendation was based on the belief that the biological status of the stocks 
would not be significantly affected by such an event and while there would be positive 
socioeconomic effects of the commercial sector. Red grouper stocks were generally 
perceived as being stable and SPR estimates have always been above the Council's 
threshold for overfishing. He further stated with existing management measures in place 
since 1990, fishing mortality has only decreased, and one may conclude that the status 
of the stocks have only improved. He felt the issue was not about recreational versus 
commercial, it was about waste. 

Tag and recapture data observations indicate that release survival rates for grouper caught 
in deeper water were too low for the 20-inch size limit t o  in increase yield. The fact was 
significant when one considers that a considerable amount of commercial harvest 
transpires in depths in excess of 120  feet wi th a 20-fathom longline boundary. He noted 
in shallow water grouper TAC was 15.1 million pounds, 65  percent commercial and 35 
percent recreational. This TAC had been in effect since 1992  and represented optimum 
yield. However, landings have been less for the commercial quota ever since the quota 
had been in place. Optimum yield for the commercial sector has not been obtained, and 
thus it conflicts that w i th  Magnuson Act  National Standard One. 

Red grouper constitutes 6 2  percent of the commercial shallow water grouper landings, and 
reducing the size limit for red grouper from 2 0  inches t o  18  inches would allow more 
grouper t o  be harvested and thus allow industry t o  come closer t o  achieving optimum 
yield. Philip Goodyear recently stated in a phone conversation that changing from 2 0  t o  
18 or 1 6  inches was not a big deal from a biological perspective. Due t o  the protogynous 
hermaphrodite characteristic of the red grouper they may be even more resilient t o  harvest 
wi th their ability for population compensation than non-hermaphrodite species. In fact 
there appears t o  be the same relative amount of male red grouper today as there wsd in 
1965. Historical landings in the absence of size limits exceeded current landings today. 
He believed that it was safe t o  assume that the failure'by the commercial sector t o  reach 
their quota was not due t o  biological stress but t o  regulations that were too restrictive. 

He commented that he was concerned, after reading the briefing book and hearing 
testimony based on the science and the biology, over the abundance of letters that the 



Council had received. He too had read some of the letters, and i f  one followed the science 
and was involved in the process you could quickly conclude by reading some of these 
letters, the writers were uninformed. A lot of the letters started wi th "how could you 
lower the size limit when the quota was not even being met.. . " making the judgement that 
the stock was stressed. He felt the stock was above SPR and was not a stressed 
stock. He added that he would like t o  see the Council look at the character and material 
in these letters rather than just weighing the volume of paper. He urged the Council t o  
consider proceeding wi th the 18-inch size limit for the commercial sector, and i f  there 
was a possible overrun problem wi th the recreational sector, retain the 20-inch size limit. 

Dr. Kemmerer asked Mr. Sanchez i f  the group he represented would continue t o  support 
the 18-inch size limit if they knew that by going t o  a lower size limit, they would not be 
maximizing their yield per recruit or really maximizing the amount of fish they could catch. 
Mr. Sanchez stated he understood Dr. Kemmerer's concern, but he felt the scientists had 
made some assumptions that given there was about 5 million pounds caught outside of 
the 20-fathom line, about 1 0  percent experience mortality, thus w e  were talking 500,000 
pounds of fish which were discarded and wasted. 

Mr. King asked i f  they had taken the position that since the quota was not being met, 
leave it alone. Mr. Sanchez commented that they did not enter into the deliberation of 
raising the quota for the very reason that i f  it was not being met w i th  the existing 
regulation, why raise it. We need t o  target the regulations t o  allow us t o  reach optimum 
yield. He stated he would like t o  see some adaptive management strategies implemented 
so they could follow and monitor the effects this regulation would have. Mr. King asked 
i f  Mr. Sanchez's organization would like t o  see adoptive measures for giving back 
something when a resource was not overfished rather than just putting a cap on it from 
the commercial sector and saying that was all you will ever get regardless of what the 
stock is. Mr. Sanchez answered absolutely, they would like that. He went on t o  say that 
he understood risk adversion-management, but when w e  clearly find that they have 
grossly erred on conservation, he believed there had t o  be a mechanism in place so that 
they could achieve that kind of yield. 

Mr. Lessard asked Mr. Sanchez what his feelings were about a fear that the quota being 
filled may be closing the season sometime in mid-term and since grouper spawn during 
April and May, wi th and May a historically slow month for the sale of finfish as a good 
portion of the tourist industry leaves Florida. He questioned whether MCCF would support 
a closure one moon phase on the harvest of grouper during the month of May. Mr. 
Sanchez noted they have voiced a concern to  other fisheries for protecting spawning 
aggregations in the past but in all fairness t o  his board of directors, he did not feel he 
was in a position t o  give a clear cut answer. 

Coral Amendment 3 

Michael Walker, Tropaquarium, Destin, Florida, stated he had not seen any videos 
depicting damage t o  the coral reefs. He noted there had been a lot of talk about the 
damage but wondered why no evidence had been brought forth t o  the Council for them 
t o  see. He felt everyone hadan opinion about coral, and before people get up and make 
a public statement, they should have all the facts, and not just take someone else's 
opinion. He felt there was no problem in picking up loose rocks off the bottom. He 
made the statement that he would pay $1,000 for a video t o  be made showing evidence, 



including LORAN numbers, news articles, etc., of damage t o  live rock. He commented 
that he had heard a lot of people talking about damage t o  live rock, but he had not seen 
any real evidence. He requested i f  the Council voted t o  close the north coast, they allow 
about a month t o  collect data t o  make sure people were not wrongly put of business. 

Dr. Kemmerer asked i f  Mr. Walker was from the Destin area and i f  he was a 
permitholder. Mr. Walker answered yes t o  both questions. Dr. Kemmerer asked i f  he 
planned on getting involved w i th  aquaculture, and Mr. Walker replied yes, but he had not 
yet applied for a permit. 

Tom Schmitz, Destin, Florida, a dive boat operator, stated he had a video of a reef system 
in state waters that he could show t o  Mr. Walker. He noted the Magnusun Ac t  stated 
that it was the job of the Council t o  reach and maintain an optimum yield of the resource 
in the Gulf waters. He felt that by removing live rock you could not achieve the optimum 
yield. He stated the live rock on the bottom was the basis for the food chain which 
houses small fish which feed on big fish, etc., and removing that takes away a lot of the 
future growth. He noted there were 175 individuals at the Destin public hearing opposing 
the harvest of live rock. 

Dr. Kemmerer asked if Mr. Schmitz was a dive boat operator and i f  he had personally 
seen damage t o  the live rock. Mr. Schmitz replied yes t o  both questions. Dr. Kemmerer 
asked i f  he judged that damage t o  be fairly extensive. Mr. Schmitz replied yes he would. 
Dr. Kemmerer asked i f  Mr. Schmitz had an opinion on the so called recreational harvest. 
Mr. Schmitz felt it should be stopped all together just because of the difficulty of 
enforcement, another loophole was one too many. 

Mr. Minton questioned whether Mr. Schmitz had seen damage in federal or state waters. 
Mr. Schmitz answered that he had not seen any damage in federal waters, but he had 
dove in state waters and had seen damage there. 

Mr. King asked i f  Mr. Schmitz was aware that the state waters had been closed in Florida 
t o  the removal of live rock. Mr. Schmitz responded that when someone leaves the pass 
it was hard t o  tell where they were going. 

Jason Eskew, a dive master, Destin, Florida, stated he had three points t o  make on the 
coral issue, those being public opinion, economics and ecology. He stated as far as public 
opinion was concerned, he knew that it was not a major player in the issue, however, this 
was their home and their opinions should be heard and counted. He supported a 
permanent ban of live rock harvesting without a phase-in period. He noted that public 
hearings held in Destin had a huge show of support for banning live rock harvesting. He 
noted in Amendment 3, there were five people mentioned that would be affected by the 
ban. He stated that out of the five people, only one had a permit, therefore, only one 
person would affected by the ban. 

As far as the economic factor, he stated they have a significant tourism industry in 
Panama City, Pensacola and Destin. A lot of people come t o  dive, fish and enjoy the 
natural environment. When the tourists visited and saw the damage, news got out that 
the Destin reef a was getting trashed. Also in Amendment 3, there was noted a huge 
increase from 1991 t o  1993 in the amount of harvesting, nearly twice the number of 
pounds and a total of $658,000 in 1993 for the entire southeast. He argued that the 



small economic gain of harvesting in the Destin area was insignificant and a ban would not 
I adversely affect the people of Destin. However, as far as the actual harvesting was 

concerned, when the harvesters go out they take the best rock off the vertical structure 
that was exposed. They bring the rock up t o  the boat where they then cull out and break 
down the less desirable pieces so out of everything they bring up, they were dumping over 
a large percentage of the actual structure. A t  the same time, they were putting down 
artificial structure and this includes aquaculture. He stated the Destin bridge rubble had 
been down since 1977, almost 2 0  years, and t o  date there was very little growth on it 
that would be economical t o  put into a tank. 

For Section El he felt status quo was the best option. The preferred alternative for 
personal use of amount per vessel per day was just one more way t o  illegally bring in the 
material. 

Mr. Collins asked Mr. Eskew's occupation, Mr. Eskew responded that he was a military 
member and also worked as a dive master and part-time mate in Destin, Florida. 

Mr. Perret asked Mr. Eskew i f  he dove federal waters as well as state waters. Mr. Eskew 
responded that he generally did not dive federal waters. Mr. Perret questioned whether 
or Mr. Eskew was against the recreational harvest. Mr. Eskew responded yes. Mr. Perret 
questioned whether Mr. Eskew realized that with absolutely no allowance for recreational 
harvest that would mean no one could pick up anything and bring it in or they would be 
charged wi th a federal violation i f  caught. Mr. Eskew indicated a ban would be perfectly 
alright in the Destin area. 

Mr. King questioned if the chipping occurred in state waters. Mr. Eskew said yes, it was 
state waters. Mr. King noted this was an enforcement problem. Mr. Eskew stated 
harvest in the federal waters was still allowed. It was still much easier t o  go out in 
shallow water and not get caught. He commented that aquaculturists had found shallow 
water gives a better yield. 

Lori Reid, a diving instructor in Destin, Florida, supported preferred alternative D-2. She 
stated that every time the Council had been in or near the Panhandle, the resounding 
response had been t o  ban live rock harvesting. She noted there were 3 0  people in 
Pensacola, 120  at Gulf Shores, over 1 0 0  in Shalimar and over 175 in Destin who showed 
up at public hearings t o  oppose live rock harvesting in the Panhandle. She felt that i f  the 
people of Destin did not believe that live rock harvesting was a real threat, they would 
not be spending so much of their time at  Council meetings, spending their money on travel 
and lodging and writing letters. She noted that the majority of live rock landings was not 
in the Panhandle, however, this minority was all they had t o  make their entire living from, 
fishing, diving, tourism, etc. She opposed personal use harvesting, stating she did not feel 
another management nightmare should be established, adding why let any individual wi th 
a boat and t w o  buckets go out and further damage the reefs. 

Robert Cox, Mobile, Alabama, stated he had spent the last 2 0  years full time in the diving 
profession, spending a lot of time himself and wi th other people under the water. He 
related that his biggest concern was the differences he had seen in the environment and 
felt that whatever could be done t o  preserve what was left needs immediate attention. 

Mr. Minton asked Mr. Cox i f  when diving off Alabama he had seen any damage t o  some 



of the live bottom. Mr. Cox replied that he had not because he mostly dove the Destin, 
Panama City, and Pensacola. He did note that he had seen some damage off Destin. 
He also commented that the trip limit should be kept as a daily trip limit as opposed t o  just 
a trip limit. In diving he noted it was common wi th a lot of the boats that they were 
running three trips per day out t o  some fairly nice reefs; they were in state waters for the 
most part, but there was good rock relatively close through that area. 

Mr. Perret asked Mr. Cox i f  he was against any type of recreational harvest. Mr. Cox 
stated he did not feel he was as knowledgeable as others on the issue, but t o  answer 
the question, personally he saw no problem wi th it, however, professionally he had t o  
oppose it t o  some extent. Mr. Perret asked Mr. Cox if in the future there was a group 
that wanted t o  outlaw diving on the reef because disturbing the bottom and the fish. 
Would you not prefer regulation of that activity rather than total prohibition. Mr. Cox 
replied his choice would certainly be regulation. Mr. Perret added he felt the harvest of 
live rock should be regulated, not prohibited. Mr. Cox commented that once a rock was 
moved, it was gone. He felt live rock was a limited resource, particularly in the 
northern Gulf. Mr. Perret felt that i f  you wanted the popular vote on an issue you could 
be asking for trouble. He reiterated that regulation was the way t o  solve the harvesting 
of live rock, that it would be managed on a technical basis. 

Dr. Kemmerer asked Mr. Cox for clarification on his diving occupation. Mr. Cox stated he 
was an instructor and owned a dive store. He stated they are involved in all aspects of 
diving business. 

David Smith, Gulf of Mexico Marine Life Association, Santa Rosa Beach, Florida, requested 
that the Council not close the Panhandle until aquaculture had been put in  place and had 
a chance t o  work. He stated there had been no new information from the opponents of 
the live rock harvest that would warrant any such closure. He felt that others who had 
spoken in opposition of live rock harvesting were speaking from an emotional standpoint 
and did not know the true facts. He referred the Council t o  a newspaper article from 
Orange Beach, Alabama, adding that the man featured in the article worked on Mr. 
Smith's boat and had been fired from his company for some unscrupulous things. He 
advised that this man and his cohort were convicted felons, and he was recently arrested 
on a murder charge. He contended these were the kinds of people the opposition recruited 
t o  speak against the live rock harvesters. He stated that only loose rubble rock was 
collected, and in limited amounts. 

He advised that his organization had an aquaculture permit and showed the Council an 
invoice for 44,000 pounds of rock he had on the.way. He claimed his organization that 
same amount of rock on the bottom last year, unfortunately i f  the limited harvest was 
taken away, there wil l  be no way t o  fund this venture. It costs money for fuel, rock and 
crews, and the only way t o  finance these expenses was through continued harvesting. 
He felt the whole purpose of Amendment 2 was t o  allow the development of aquaculture 
t o  take the place of wild harvest. He stated that he only removes rubble rocks and in 
limited amounts. It was an abundant resource in very deep water and was well outside 
the recreational dive area. The rocks that were being collected were low profile rocks. 
They were on the flats off the reef and were not taken from the rock structure. This rock 
was uncovered by sand most of the time, and we would pull it up and come back much 
later and then there would be a real nice piece. 



He stated he had gotten excellent recruitment in this area, a lot better than people would 
imagine. He noted they were close t o  the Gulf loop area, the water was very clear and 
had probably the best recruitment in the entire area. As you saw in the piece of rock 
submitted in Orange Beach, that was one year wi th 100  percent growth coverage. It 
was an abundant resource as this chart indicates. If you looked at the size of Destin and 
then looked at some of these patches, one truck load would not show up as a pin on that 
chart. 

He participated in the area where the longliners were, stating there was the most 
abundant source of crop he had ever seen, reef after reef wi th 2 0  t o  30-foot ledges. He 
presented t o  the Council a computer printout of every dive that he had done since the 
closure. These dives, all but t w o  or three, were in over 105 feet of water, and on the 
ones that were in state waters, Mr. John Benn was on board collecting specimens. He 
felt these data were a good indication that they were not causing damage and asked the 
Council t o  review the data and consider it when making their decision. 

Mr. Smith felt there was not a problem wi th enforcement, and now that the commercial 
harvest vessels have the ten-inch letters on the sides, they were easily spotted. He 
advised that he had been inspected by the Coast Guard recently and also the Marine 
Patrol. Anytime his vessel even came near state waters the authorities were right there 
enforcing the regulations. He had put his entire life into aquaculture and wanted the 
opportunity t o  ensure the maximum yield of the fishery by mitigating back the rock they 
were bringing in. He noted they were the first people t o  get the federal lease under the 
new guidelines. He contended that the best live rock would come from the deep water, 
not shallow water. 

He encouraged the Council t o  do anything except close the fishery. He stated they would 
accept more regulations, quotas, whatever it would take, but not a closure. He expressed 
concern that they would be closed down before they had the chance t o  ensure that the 
north Gulf of Mexico, wi th its very unique associated marine life be enjoyed by all. He 
noted this was a different area wi th a different substrate which was highly priced by the 
aquarian, and it would be a great loss as a hobby forever. He advised that they have found 
what they believe was a new species which had been sent t o  the Smithsonian Institute. 

He urged the Council t o  read some of the letters supporting the live rock harvest. 
Specifically, a marine biologist, Karen Radjick, whom had seen their operation from every 
aspect. He requested the Council look at the letter from the American Aquarium Society 
and felt Mr. John Benn expressed their feelings on the issue very well. 

He concluded by reading from Bailey's book and commenting that the small area where 
his organization wanted t o  harvest would only scratch the surface. He stated 44,000 
pounds annually of live rock may sound like a lot, but t o  ensure optimum yield of the 
fishery it was not. He went onto state that the letters that were presented opposing the 
live rock harvest had erroneous information and were not factual and did not depict the 
truth about live rock harvesting. 

Dr. Shipp asked Mr. Smith if he saw an enforcement problem in a couple of years road, 
or as a producer i f  it bothered him that it unduly cut into his legitimate trade. Mr. Smith 
replied he did not think so and that he felt the resource could be shared equitably by 
everyone. He did not think there would be a massive rush of people going out taking the 



resource. He agreed that even a five-gallon bucket per day, per boat for recreational 
harvest was acceptable t o  him. He also pointed out that each diver was allowed t o  take 
2 0  invertebrates a day from the reef, including soft corals, and there were thousands of 
people going out each day. He felt that possibly the reefs were being damaged from their 
own  people, including wi th their anchors. 

Mr. King asked i f  Mr. Smith's aquaculture was all in federal or state waters. Mr. Smith 
stated there were problems since the state permit was still in draft form. He advised that 
they planned t o  have at  least t w o  more federal sites, and they would like t o  have some 
state sites. 

Mr. Perkins asked what size boat Mr. Smith used. Mr. Smith stated he had a 27-1 12 foot 
Mako, wi th t w o  1 5 0  outboard motors. Mr. Perkins asked Mr. Smith how many went out 
divers went out wi th him. Mr. Smith related he had t w o  divers, one full-time and one part- 
time. Mr. Perkins asked what type of tools, buckets, etc., they took out when they live 
rocked. Mr. Smith explained they took rubbermaid tubs, an equivalent of the 25-gallon 
bucket limit, adding that was all you needed, including your SCUBA diving equipment. 

Mr. Williams questioned whether Mr. Smith had applied for his aquaculture lease for state 
waters. Mr. Smith answered no and explained that there was a lot of research that went 
into finding the perfect bottom t o  lay the aquaculture. It takes a lot of time, effort and 
money t o  go out there. 

Mr. Martin asked how Mr. Smith went about marketing the live rock, and what the price 
was. Mr. Smith advised that live rock price varies. Their price ranged from $2.75 per 
pound t o  distributor $7.00 per pound out of the store. Mr. Smith noted that the 
advertising costs were enormous, in that they advertise in international magazines. In 
addition, they do quite a substantial mail order business. He added that their store sees 
thousands of tourists visiting monthly from out of state. 

Mr. Minton asked for clarification about one of the Tampa harvesters that had an area that 
was barren. Mr. Smith stated he had heard that Mr. Tom Frakes who had the second 
lease issued by the state right behind Richard Londeree went down t o  harvest his rock the 
other day, and it did not have enough marine life attached t o  it. Mr. Frake's rock was in 
close proximity t o  Richard Londeree, and yet Mr. Londeree's rock was producing very 
nicely. He noted the importance of getting away from the harbor and that was why he 
put his at least 2 0  miles from Destin. 

Kathy Smith, Destin, Florida, stated she had heard testimony about how bad the pyramids 
were. She presented a 1995 Rodale's SCUBA Diving Magazine which had an article 
written by a NAUl instructor that dove these sites six months ago. The instructor wrote, 
the pyramids were livelier than a Disney World parade, .and the best preserved reefs that 
he had ever dove. Ken Beaird mentioned how the hammerjack rock had a nine-foot dip. 
She brought an Artificial Reef Research Divers Guide, which indicated they could seldom 
tell that the bottom has living corals, sponges or other live animal organisms especially i f  
they were low profile. The fathometer tracking wil l  not show the supporting ability on the 
bottom so the diver must test the substrate by his hand, or a probe, and must go down 
t o  see it. Thus, Ken Beaird cannot say he saw a nine-foot dip on his bottom machine. Dr. 
Hayworth said bottom machines were not reliable in identifying hard bottom. She has 
many tourists come t o  her store, and she had gotten over 3 0 0  signatures from out-of- 



town tourists and also Destin people opposing the ban on live rock. She urged the Council 
t o  listen t o  scientific data and not just emotional public testimony. She stated 1997 was 
not very far away and pleaded with the Council to not close the Panhandle before she 
could place her aquaculture rock. She was the first person that had the permit on Georgia 
Cranmore's desk that should prove that they were willing, ready and able to  convert over 
t o  aquaculture. She expressed concern that under the new law she could only lay down 
rock on the vessel she was permitted, therefore, she could not lay down her rock and 
move t o  Tampa to  harvest at the same time. 

Dr. Roberts asked Ms. Smith how large of an aquaculture operation would eventually 
occur in her business or how many thousands of pounds of rock. Ms. Smith stated they 
planned on mitigating 198,000 pounds of rock the first year, providing the fishery stays 
open. 

Mr. King asked how much live rock Ms. Smith had harvested over the last couple of years. 
Ms. Smith advised 41,000 pounds last year which included the emergency closure. 
Otherwise, she estimated about 60,000 pounds'a year. She further explained due to  the 
bucket limit, this year's harvest would be smaller than 60,000, probably no more than 
28,000 to  30,000 pounds. 

Charlie Martin, Destin, Florida, stated he had seen the changes in fishing and diving over 
the years. He felt the damage to  the reefs in certain areas state waters were not from live 
rockers but from anchors and fishing hooks because he had dove several state water 
reefs. He had been diving with David Smith for the last three years and Mr, Smith picks 
up only loose rubble rock, with no chipping. He advised they had been building reefs since 
about 1970. People talk about not seeing as many fish around the reefs as there used to  
be. He compared the difference between 40  boats and 30  years ago to  2,000 boats 
today fishing out of Destin currently. Since 1972, he started fishing at least 2,000 
artificial reefs and dove a lot of those and most of the time were more fish on the artificial 
reefs than you would see on any given natural water reef in the area. 

Karen Radjick, Fort Walton Beach, Florida, stated she would like t o  reaffirm her stance on 
the closure of the Florida Panhandle. She supported Alternative D-1 status-quo. She 
advised that she was a marine biologist and had handled live rock for well over a year and 
claimed she had more experience handling live rock than most of the people in the room, 
with the exception of David and Kathy Smith. She was amazed at how little was known 
about the function of live rock in an aquarium and what it was good for. In the early 
1980s, a whole new system called the mini-reef system was introduced in Holland by 
Helen Tebelious, and this system was based on biological filtration using live rock. 

Ms. Radjick quoted from Aquarium Frontiers, "Most of the rocks were very porous, easy 
t o  cut or drill holes in the rocks vary from finger thick grooves to  hair thin pores. If a rock 
was cut into we can see many pores and holes in a softer material inside. These facts 
have long been known and everyone seems to  agree that live rock was a perfect material 
for any marine aquarium. During many years I have never been able to  measure any 
concentration larger than one port per million of nitrate in any aquarium of mine that was 
decorated with live rock and which utilized fish and protein skimming from fractionation. 
The theory was that the rocks contain a wide variety of bacteria including de-nitrofying 
types that allow nitrate t o  be broken down to  nitrogen or nitrogenoxide both of which 
were gases and dissipate easily out of the tank. Within live rock we have complete 



biological filtration wi th nitrification and de-nitrification proceeding side by side as they do 
in nature and nitrate did not accumulate, thus in other words the use of live rock can 
provide excellent water quality for a captive audience." 

She further stated, the growing aquarium hobby and subsequent demand for the live rock 
has created an actual fishery. She felt t o  close the Panhandle would be eliminating a 
fishery that was already regulated had a nine-mile bffer zone t o  protect state waters; they 
have a no-chipping rule in effect, and none of the rock she had ever handled had been 
chipped, and there was no evidence of chipping. She noted the rock she handled, judging 
by shape the rough edges, the way the material, coral, algas and the sponges encrusted 
the rock there would be no way that the rock could have ever been chipped. 

She claimed the most desirable rock for a tank was the rubble rock which was abundant 
in the Panhandle waters. She asked the Council t o  consider why a collector would 
endanger hislher livelihood t o  violate the no-chipping rule and sell undesirable rock. She 
stated divers were claiming damage was from chipping; first of all, they were presenting. 
information from state waters, and this was an EEZ issue, not a state water issue. She 
felt i f  they were so concerned wi th the environment, why was chipping still allowed in 
South Florida. 

She concluded that since the live rock harvesters were not chipping, she felt the damage 
must be coming from somewhere else. She noted that the recreational divers were 
allowed t o  collect 20 invertebrates per day, some of them were not experienced collectors 
and they take more or less than they should. I f  collected their limit and hung it on their 
wal, or put it in their tank, there would be a lot of things gone from that reef. She had 
herself seen the abundance of rubble rock, however, it did not show up on a bottom 
machine. 

She felt there was not an enforcement problem because the live rockers have bucket limits 
and the no-chipping rule. In addition, the Marine Patrol and the Coast Guard could board 
their boats at  any time. 

Ms. Radjuck aquacultured rock needs t o  be on the bottom at least six months t o  a year 
before it achieves the bacterial colonization and encrustation that would be on natural 
rock. She requested the Council allot them the time t o  make aquaculture a success. She 
claimed more jobs than that of one or t w o  collectors would be affected by a closure. Her 
job, as a marine biologist, would be affected and also the shippers, the aquarium product 
manufacturers, scientists, and chemists would all be affected, as they were all 
researching. She asked the Council t o  give them time t o  collect scientific data and not t o  
base their decision solely on emotional testimony. 

Mr. Collins asked Ms. Radjick i f  she dove the reefs herself. Ms. Radjick replied yes. Mr. 
King further questioned whether Ms. Radjick believed some of the opposition raised from 
the public was because of a misconception that it was coral being collected. Ms. Radjick 
agreed. Mr. King asked Ms. Radjick if she thought it would be helpful i f  a more definitive, 
precise explanation of the live rock harvest issue was presented t o  the general public. Ms. 
Radjick replied she thought it would be very helpful. 

Mary Ellen Gibson, Destin, Florida, stated she was an underwater photographer, diver, 
shell collector and an aquarist. She considered herself t o  be ecologically minded, but in 



the past was mostly concerned wi th littering and continued development of the 
Panhandle. 

She stated, a few years ago she began t o  hear about live rockers and the so called harvest 
of live rock. Having an aquarium herself, it peaked her interest and she began t o  follow 
discussions on the issue. As  a diver and resident of Destin, she began t o  notice the same 
boats in the same general day after day. She was told that these vessels were engaging 
in the harvest of live rock. She felt after hearing that, there was a lot of rock being 
removed. 

When diving, she began t o  notice more and more scarring on the reefs. She expressed 
concern when one day she noticed a reef which she had dove many times before was 
hardly recognizable. As an underwater photographer she usually noticed the nice extras 
on the reefs, however, on one particular dive she noticed the gorgonians, other octocorals, 
sponges, ledges, nooks and crannies, as well as the shelves t o  the fish were all gone. 
Instead was a smoothish bulk of remaining rock wi th many white scars that she 
recognized t o  be the result of chipping. 

As  a shell collector she admitted that sometimes in the past she chipped away a small 
section of rock t o  also collect a spiny oyster, and from the chipping was left a white scar. 
While the white scarring will discolor in a short period of time, the other effects from 
chipping and collecting live rock were not as quick t o  recover. 

Since observing this massive abuse and overharvest she had not been able t o  in good 
conscience, collect shells or even enjoy her aquarium. Like many, it took a direct dramatic 
and irrefutable blow t o  cause her t o  actively support the protection of the Destin reefs. 
While most of the damage she observed had been in state waters, she had observed 
damage in federal waters as well. However, state rock looks just like federal rock and 
thus makes enforcement a very difficult task at  best, i f  not nearly impossible. 

She stated she fully agreed with the quote from the Oceans A Celebration, "There is one 
power that w e  can generally under use. We possess at least some understanding of the 
oceans global importance and also of our own impact on them. To date w e  have 
concentrated solely on developing new ways of exploiting more of the sea's resources. 
We must now begin t o  channel our ability differently and discover how w e  may balance 
our needs w i th  what the oceans can produce and provide. To change world demands a 
change in attitudes and practices, w e  must respond t o  this challenge i f  w e  are t o  
safeguard both our future and that of the oceans." 

Ms. Gibson noted an aquarium shop that deals in live rock told her husban in May that t o  
maintain a 55-gallon aquarium, a minimum of 5 0  pounds of rock was required and 1 0 0  
pounds was recommended. Some additional library research gave estimates as high as 
425  pounds for a 55-gallon aquarium. 

During her research t o  better understand the possible effects of live rock harvest, she 
found the following from Corals in the World by Dr. Elizabeth M. Wood. "Reef building 
corals generally occur within the latitude 3 0  degrees north and 3 0  degrees south and, it 
is clear that the capacity of corals t o  build reefs is controlled primarily by consistent water 
temperatures t o  encourage growth through their effects on metabolic physiological and 

i reproductive processes. Additional precipitation of calcium from the water forms 



skeletons occur readily when temperatures and salinity are high. In the Florida Panhandle, 
I all three of these factors are stressed. First, the major portion of the accessible reefs in 

the Panhandle are north of the t parallel. Second, water temperatures routinely drop 
below 6 0  degrees Fahrenheit in the winter. There is only about ten or so species of coral 
that wil l  survive waters that cool. Third, there are no less than six significant t o  major 
rivers that f low in t o  the Gulf of Mexico from the Panhandle, thus creating a lower than 
average salinity." 

During her research she advised she came across a map generated by the U.S. Department 
of the Interior, the Bureau of Land Management. She illustrated t o  the Council a copy of 
the western Panhandle portion of that map. Between Gulf and Franklin County lines and 
the Florida/Alabama state line, t w o  thirds of the reachable, natural reefs, i.e., 1 2 0  feet or 
shallower water lie north of the parallel. In general much corals do not fair well below 
these depths due t o  decreased light intensity. She stated 237.5 square miles were 
indicated as live bottom in this were according t o  this map. She advised that much of this 
live bottom was not contiguous, but consists of outcrops or ribbons, generally five yards 
or less in width; she had seen this over and over. The only exception t o  this was the area 
of the Pyramids. The Pyramids were indeed larger than average area for the western 
Panhandle. Each of the ribbons of outcroppings of rock were separated by hundreds of 
yards of sand, and t o  illustrate her point, she showed a picture taken from video which 
was shot in federal waters. The picture displayed a reef between 1 1 0  and 1 2 0  feet. She 
pointed out the large expanses of sand. She asked the Council t o  assume that each reef 
was separated by 100  yards of sand. This reduces the total reachable reef area of the 
western Panhandle t o  some 18  square miles. She expressed that it seemed silly t o  her 
that there were millions of dollars being spent t o  create artificial reefs when the removal 

I of natural reefs was allowed. She felt live rock harvesting was like strip mining t o  her. 

To prove her point, she showed the Council photographs of the damage that had occurred 
in the western Panhandle area. The first series of photographed reef she believed was 
yet unharvested. These photographs demonstrated the sponges, the octocorals the 
abundant vertical growth and the complexity of the reef structure itself of a 120-foot reef. 
The second set of photographs were taken from a video made during a survey done by 
the Florida Marine Patrol and the U.S. Coast Guard t o  determine damage t o  a reef off 
Walton County after confiscation of illegally harvested rock. The first picture displayed an 
actual detachment point of the piece of rock. The next picture showed three separate chip 
marks. The third picture exhibited a very large piece of rock wi th a break off point. The 
last picture was of a finger sponge and ivory brush coral which had been broken-off and 
left  on the sea floor. 

She also illustrated another series of photographs on the same reef as mentioned above. 
Her second set of pictures were taken 1 3  months after the first set, only four months 
prior t o  this Council meeting. She stated she was amazed at the lack of what appeared 
t o  be productive rock. She noted that she used artificial light so the colors were enhanced 
somewhat in the photograph. She noted only five fireweed which was a hydrocoral. She 
pointed out the lack of variety and color even though artificial light was present. There 
was little t o  no vertical growth, no red algae and no visible octocorals. She stressed that 
in spite of statements that the reefs would recover quickly and regrowth was rapid, she 
contended that was not the case, as demonstrated in the photographs taken of the same 
reef structure 13 months after rock had been chipped. She concluded by asking the 
Council t o  implement a total ban of live rock harvesting immediately. 



Mr. Wallin questioned whether the reef picture was in state or federal waters. Ms. Gibson 
I 
I replied that particular reef was a state reef but contended that once rock was removed, 

you could not distinguish the difference beteen state and federal rock, enforcement 
problem. 

Mr. King questioned live rock being different than coral, and asked how the t w o  could be 
compared. Ms. Gibson stated there were species of corals that would indeed grow upon 
live rocks; those were also the octocorals that were allowed t o  be harvested. Currently 
those include the gorgonians, seaplumes, etc., also corals such as the ivory brush coral 
which do not grow in massive quantities, but they do indeed grow here because they will 
tolerate cooler temperatures and some sedimentation. 

Mr. King further questioned i f  chipping was not allowed in this area, then enforcement 
was really the problem in federal waters. Ms. Gibson agreed that there was an 
enforcement problem, but she also felt that the removal of any rock was wrong, because 
the material was prevented from possibly moving from one reef through the wave and 
surge action t o  another reef and possibly diversifying biological transfer. Mr. King felt Ms. 
Gibson wanted t o  deny live rock harvest as opposed t o  controlling the harvest of live rock. 
He noted i f  the Council implemented restrictions that certainly would indicate the Council 
did not want an unlimited harvest of live rock. Ms. Gibson restated that she had seen the 
damage t o  live rock in federal waters as well as state waters. 

Mr. King asked Ms. Gibson for her comments on the recreational harvest. Ms. Gibson 
stated she opposed recreational harvest, adding that she had heard comments about 
divers taking 20 invertebrates at  a time. She stated, as a general rule, the divers may take 
a shell or t w o  but that was not damaging the live rock directly. 

Mr. King asked Ms. Gibson, as a shell collector, would the spiny oyster have t o  be chipped 
t o  be removed. Ms. Gibson explained in some cases yes, and in other cases the spiny 
oysters wil l  actually grow on very small pieces of loose rubble. Mr. King asked how the 
spiny oyster was removed from the piece of loose rubble lying on a piece of rock. Ms. 
Gibson stated that removing a spiny oyster from loose rubble rock would be a problem, 
suggesting the spiny oyster then could fall into the category where it would be considered 
an illegal harvest. 

Mr. King stressed that the point he was trying t o  make was t o  understand the problem 
of live rock harvest, the significance of the enforcement problem and t o  separate reality 
from dramatization. Ms. Gibson restated that everything she had presented t o  the Council 
had been personally witnessed wi th  the exception of the video of the investigation. 

Mr. King asked Ms. Gibson i f  she knew whether it was legal t o  take spiny oysters in state 
waters. Ms. Gibson replied yes it was legal. Mr. King further questioned whether 
chipping t o  remove the spiny oyster was legal. Ms. Gibson stated that would probably 
fall under an interpretation of the FMP. Mr. King asked for further clarification as t o  how 
she could distinguish from an inshore reef. Ms. Gibson responded you could not 
distinguish the difference, adding that was one of the major problems of enforcement. 

Dr. Roberts requested clarification of Ms. Gibson's recommendation for a total ban of live 
rock harvesting, further questioning if the ban was for all of Florida or just federal waters 
off Florida. Ms. Gibson stated if it was possible t o  ban all Florida waters she would be 



strongly supportive, however, right now the only ban before the Council was that of the 
Panhandle area. 

Tom Gibson, Destin, Florida representing himself, opposed the removal of the reef material 
in the northern Gulf of Mexico. He was a senior scientist and physicist and had been 
conducting studies and analysis for the Air Force, Army and Navy operations in and around 
Eglin Air Force Base, Florida. His company employs over 300 people, operating from five 
different offices around the United States. As part of his studies he performed hazard 
analysis and developed environmental impact statements for surface and sub-surface 
activities in the Gulf. He had been attending and listening t o  the public hearings for over 
a year and felt it was time for him t o  speak up on the live rock issue. 

He felt this fishery should not even exist and did not exist until a few years ago. He 
expressed concern that this fishery did not feed anyone but the people selling rocks, and 
once the rock was removed it did not provide any useful medicine, did not advance 
science and served no useful purpose, except beautifying the homes and offices of a few. 

He strongly objected t o  the mining of coral and felt it should not be taking place. In a true 
scientifically based process, you should be performing the survey of these species, 
determining the range, reproduction rate of the species, not taking anecdotal comments 
from the very industry that you were trying t o  regulate. He commented that he could call 
one of his employees that was a marine biologist and have himlher come down and say 
no damage was being done, but questioned where was the documented scientific facts 
t o  back up the statements. He felt if the rest of the scientific community, which he 
considered himself t o  be a part of, participated in this kind of pseudoscience, the whales, 
turtles, red fish and red grouper would already be gone. As a scientist, that kind of logic 
makes no sense. 

He felt the environmental affects of a large scale removal of the only naturally occurring 
reef formations in the Florida Panhandle could not afford t o  lose any of their remaining 
natural bottoms. He further explained the Council must try and save Destin, adding that 
he was interested in the rest of Florida as well. He commented that he was also 
interested in Alabama and stated that you could not rock there, nor could you rock in 
Louisiana. He felt rocking should not be allowed in the Keys either, but the only area he 
felt he had any control over was the rocking in the northern gulf. He noted that members 
of the Council had heard from the miners at public hearings, who claimed they were not 
harvesters because harvesting involves crops, a renewable resource and it has yet t o  be 
determined whether the aquaculture was a renewable resource. He had heard talk of 
mitigating the rock removal, but he felt they were not actually mitigating anything. He 
supported aquaculture but not at  the cost of the natural bottom. 

Dr. Roberts asked for clarification of whether Mr. Gibson believed that artificial reefs have 
absolutely no utility in functioning in the marine environment. Mr. Gibson stated he 
thought they were very important, but they could not replace natural diversity of the 
naturally occurring reef. 

Dr. Kemmerer asked whether Mr. Gibson was a diver and requested clarification of his 
interest in the live rock issue. Mr. Gibson stated he had been diving the Destin area for 
13 years but was not part of any dive shop, nor did he teach classes, adding that he was 
a just a concerned citizen. 



Ellen Peel, Center for Marine Conservation stated the statistics provided t o  the Council 
members by the National Marine Fisheries Service in Houston made clear that despite 
Amendment 2 putting a cap on the number of live rock harvesters and a trip limit, the 
poundage of live rock taken from the Gulf has escalated tremendously. In fact, the five 
months of allowed harvest in the Gulf during 1994 exceeded not only the 1993 Gulf 
poundage but also the 1994  South Atlantic poundage. There was no way that this rate 
of harvest could have been anticipated when Amendment 2 was approved. She further 
stated a transfer of effort from the South Atlantic would increase the exploitation pressure 
on the resources in the Gulf and this would happen less than one year away. 

She felt the continued harvest of live habitat was problematic from both an ecological and 
an economic standpoint, for it would reduce an ecologically important resource that 
provides: 1) habitat for both juvenile and spawning fish; 2) a food source for the 
species; 3) additional shelter and habitat t o  a wide range of other species and organisms 
that were important t o  the marine community structure; and 4)  filtration t o  the reef 
ecosystem. All of these were very important elements in maintaining a healthy and 
abundant reef habitat. 

She expressed concern that from an economic perspective, continued harvest would 
reduce the economic productivity for other industries dependent upon a healthy and 
abundant reef habitat including commercial and recreational fishing, the dive industry and 
many support service industries. She felt continued harvest would also create a significant 
enforcement problem that would frustrate Florida's live rock management regime. 

In addition, she offered other facts for the Council t o  keep in mind: 1) little defference 
has been given t o  the state of Florida in this situation even though opposition has been 
expressed by the Staters Governor, the Marine Fisheries Commission, county 
commissioners from the Panhandle, the mayor of Destin and all the citizens who turned 
out in large numbers in the Panhandle; 2) in 1993 Rollie Schmitten of NMFS stated, "the 
destruction of our esturine and ocean habitat was the number one threat t o  marine fishery 
sources"; 3) the 8 th  objective of the Gulf of Mexico's Reef Fish Fishery Management 
Plan (FMP) states, " to conserve reef fish habitat and increase reef fish habitat in 
appropriate areas and provide protection for juveniles while protecting existing and new 
habitat"; 4; consistent wi th the Reef Fish FMP, this Council has considered and approved 
SMZs in which the artificial structures were allowed t o  be placed t o  supplement reef fish 
habitat. 

In summary, the center supported all the preferred alternatives and also supported 
aquaculture of live rock for an equitable and rational solution t o  coexist in a non- 
destructive user of reef habitat. 

Dr. Roberts asked i f  CMC supported the personal use alternative. Ms. Peel stated the 
preferred alternative was submitted from the committee yesterday not t o  allow a personal 
use harvest. 

Mr. King stated he was concerned about some of the generalizations that were used. 
He asked i f  -the CMC had any specific information as t o  the rubble rock, the non-chipping 
part of this issue, and how it impacts the habitat and marine life. He further questioned 
whether there was any information specific to  the live rock. Ms. Peel stated CMC had an 
independent research group relying on documents prepared by Jennifer Wheaton and other 



studies that explain that even though this loose rock, or rubble rock, had been broken off 
I a larger piece of substrate, it still provides a community structure that was very important 

t o  the marine ecosystem either by providing nutrients back into the food web or providing 
shelter for the very small fish that end up being prey of other fish, including reef fish. Mr. 
King asked Ms. Peel i f  those studies gave any information as t o  the size and quantity of 
rubble rock that was available as opposed t o  the structures that were available. Ms. Peel 
replied that she was unaware of any studies that counted the number of loose pieces, 
noting there were references that material was scarce but not a quantified number. 

Dr. Kemmerer asked Ms. Peel t o  clarify whether CMC opposed personal use harvest. Ms. 
Peel stated they were opposed because of the associated enforcement problems. 

Mike Hill, full-time management employee of PADI, the world's largest scuba certification 
organization stated that PAD1 remained firm and consistent in their position of adamantly 
opposing the destruction of the underwater environment. He stated they have not and wil l  
not rerun their stance on adamantly opposing a collection of live rock, particularly in the 
Florida Panhandle area. PAD1 and i ts members worldwide emplores the Council t o  stop 
this environmentally devastating practice and t o  protect the underwater world by 
establishing a permanent ban on live rock harvesting. 

Dr. Kemmerer asked Mr. Hill i f  PAD1 supported the position of live rock harvesting and 
whether the members had actually voted on the issue. Mr. Hill stated PAD1 was not a 
voting membership. Dr. Kemmerer asked how PAD1 arrived at a decision, questioning 
whether there was a board of directors that met and reviewed the data or was it just t w o  
or three individuals that made the decision. Mr. Hill stated there was a board of directors. 
Dr. Kemmerer asked if they had officially endorsed a prohibition of live rock. Mr. Hill 
answered absolutely, adding that they publish their philosophies in quarterly magazines 
that go out t o  all of their membership and constantly were holding seminars and updates 
on PADl's policies, especially on the environment. Dr. Kemmerer asked again i f  the 
position of banning live rock harvesting had been voted on by the membership. Mr. Hill 
indicated that the fact that they renew their membership each year w i th  PAD1 indicates 
that they agree w i th  the position PAD1 takes on live rock harvesting. He further added 
that the members have a choice of over 100  other certification organizations that they 
could be members of, and they chose PADI. 

Mr. Williams asked Mr. Hill i f  PADl's position on the live rock issue had been voted on by 
the board of directors. Mr. Hill responded absolutely. 

Mr. Jack Spae, Okaloosa County, Florida, related the state had used good responsible 
science dealing w i th  this question and made the taking of live rock illegal. They did so 
because they recognized that this was essential habitat. I t  was not a renewable resource 
and it provided the fundamental building block for the marine ecosystem in the ocean. 
That habitat knows no administrative boundary, whether it was inside nine miles, three 
miles, or outside nine miles. There was a tendency t o  mix nine miles and beyond in 
thinking. I f  this material was so valuable in an aquarium as stated, you can imagine how 
much more valuable it was t o  the sea bed and t o  the generation of the marine ecosystem. 
He quoted Jennifer Wheaton, Florida Institute of Marine Science, 1990, "production of 
rock was at best equilibrium wi th destruction, therefore, removal of live rock would be a 
destructive fishery practice." He further quoted John Bohnsack NMFS, May, 1990, 
"collection of this type of material produces a topographic complexity of a reef which 



reduces the quality of habitat for many organisms." 

He noted there were a number of letters, but the most recent letter that the Board of 
County Commissioners received was dated February 23, 1995. The letter was signed 
by John W. Tum, Ph.D., Director and the Associate Director, and Clinton Dorkon, Ph.D., 
Texas A&M University Corpus Christi Center for Coastal Studies, College of Science and 
Technology. He went on t o  read a portion of this letter, "based on a combined total of 
more than 3 0  years of experience in marine research in temperate and tropical waters of 
the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean sea, it is our opinion that the harvest of live rock 
should be banned. Without question live rock formations are critical in the ecology of 
marine ecosystems, particularly in the area devoid of massive reef formations. In these 
were as live rock formations often form isolated patch reefs that provide the only shelter 
available for juvenile organisms." 

He noted that the public sentiment has been expressed in the past year. In Tampa area 
the early part of this month there were some 6 0  people in opposition t o  this practice. A 
year ago there may have been one or two. In Destin at the Holiday Inn on the 7 th  of 
March there were some 1 6 0  people, including the northwest Florida legislative delegation, 
City Councilmen for the City of Destin, and the Board of County Commissioners 
represented by a commissioner who all spoke in opposition of the practice of live rock 
harvesting because they recognize that this was habitat removal. 

He requested the Council ban the harvest of live rock in the Panhandle. In recent years 
the Gulf Council had banned this activity in federal waters off Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi 
and Alabama for the same reason t o  save habitat. He asked the Council t o  apply the same 

i logic t o  Florida and the Florida EEZ in helping the preservation of the natural bottom of the 
entire Gulf of Mexico. 

Michael Garrett, a graduate of the University of West Florida and marine biologist, Fort 
Walton Beach, Florida, stated for the past couple of years the live rock issue and its 
biological course had been the focus of his attention. He was enraged t o  see a select 
group of individuals profiting from such a delicate, limited resource. He felt the bottom 
line was money, wi th no regard t o  the environment. 

He noted any diver who had been down t o  the depths knows that the community was 
mainly composed of thin, fragile main organisms, seafans, seaplumes, sponges and other 
biological organisms. These organisms were an indicator of the calm serene environment 
at  depths of 8 0  t o  1 0 0  feet as opposed t o  what you would find in shallower depths. He 
stated he was not saying the outcroppings would not break off naturally from currents 
and wave action, or even anchors, unfortunately that was bound t o  happen. The rate in 
which the rock was disappearing far outweighed the possibility of natural breakage. He 
further stated that he had studied tides, currents, and wave actions as a marine biologist, 
and it seemed the depths of those factors were relatively non existent. 

He felt the only other factor that could significantly contribute t o  the reconstruction and 
such large numbers of landings was the use of hand tools. He felt the harvesters claim 
that they only took loose rubble rock defied logic. He further stated any biologist should 
know that many marine organisms depend upon water movement for fully reproductive 
success. Aspersion of gametes from these organisms were dependent upon water 

I circulation and accessibility of hard substrates. Therefore taking any reef or substrate 



whether attached or loose, essentially removes the habitat. He listened t o  both sides of 
the live rock issue, testimony of, the harvesters that there was an abundance of hard 
bottom and that their activity was non destructive, and testimony of those who oppose 
that type of removal stating harvesters were the reason for the damage t o  the reefs. 

He had personally witnessed the outcome of the removal of live rock, arid he concluded 
that the removal of natural structure resulted in corresponding permanent loss of habitat. 
He further stated as a resident of Destin and a marine biologist, he was concerned about 
the long-term economic benefits from their local reefs. Whether fishing or diving, he felt 
it was essential t o  avoid exploitation of the marine resources. He added it was important 
t o  assume responsibility for the future well being of the marine ecosystem. He concluded 
by recommending immediate closure of live rock collection in any capacity in the 
northwest Florida Panhandle. 

Mr. King asked Mr. Garrett i f  he was in the room when the sample of dead live rock was 
displayed. Mr. Garrett stated he did see the sample rock. Mr. King questioned i f  in the 
northwest Panhandle of Florida there were 2,000 pieces of rock harvested annually for the 
next t w o  years, did he think that, as a marine biologist, that would be irreparable damage 
t o  the ecosystem. Mr. Garrett felt any removed habitat whether loose, picked of the 
bottom, chipped, whatever the case, it was irreparable damage. Mr. King asked i f  Mr. 
Garrett could tell the difference between a piece of chipped rock and one that was picked 
up as a whole rock. Mr. Garrett stated there should be a dead side where the rock was 
chipped or broken. 

Bo Mackey, 16th Special Operations Squadron, Hurlburt Field, Florida, Special Operations 
Command, stated they had 35 avid divers in the squadron, and they all dove actively out 
of the Destin harbor area. Pretty much all of them had seen damage in federal waters, 
adding they have sent letters and signed petitions t o  ban live rock harvesting in Destin. 
He noted he had been sent t o  represent the squadron. He admitted he was not very well 
versed in aquaculture and that he had only been diving for t w o  years, but it was 
something he enjoyed and wanted t o  continue t o  do for a long time. He felt i f  he was 
diving t o  look at  a natural reef, that he did not want t o  see something artificial. He 
concluded that he and the individuals he represented were totally opposed t o  any type of 
harvesting of live rock in the northwest Panhandle. 

Mr. Collins asked Mr. ~ a c k e y  how long he had been in the service, and where he was 
from originally. Mr. Mackey replied five years, and that he was from Missouri. 

Richard Rahilly, certified rescue diver, Fort Walton Beach, Florida, stated he had been 
dealing wi th the Council going on t w o  years. He referred t o  a map in the back of 
Amendment 3, Figure 2, entitled Coral and Hard Bottoms. He stated that he could 
understand the allowance of live rock harvesting in an area where it was so abundant, but 
he did not feel it should be allowed in where live rock was scarce. He understood that the 
Council's objective was optimum yield. He felt i f  something could be created man made 
that would filter the aquariums, then why remove a natural resource and exploit it so a 
few individuals could make a profit. 

He did not understand how one individual should be allowed t o  profit by taking away from 
hundreds, possibly thousands of other businessmen. He felt it was not good business t o  
promote in the Destin area. He noted the area of Destin, Fort Walton Beach was based 



on t w o  main factors. The military bases and tourism. Without tourism there was only 
military. He noted downgrading military bases was occurring continuously in our country 
right now. He stated i f  they lost the fishing and diving in their area, they would lose a 
major income which supports restaurants, hotels and condominiums being built, and 
finally, the locals which support everyone in the area. He had heard testimony that 
thousands of people walk through stores in the Destin area today. He works, and lives 
in Destin and stated he had never seen thousands of people unless it was in a T-shirt shop 
in the middle of high season wi th a tremendous sale going on. He claimed that the shops 
do not get that much business and without the diving and fishing you would see a lot less 
business. 

He further stated he felt the optimum yield would be based on whether they have natural 
bottom. He concluded by strongly recommending Preferred Alternative D-2 and no live 
rock harvesting even on a personal level. 

Mr. Minton asked Mr. Rahilly who he was representing. Mr. Rahilly stated that he was 
only representing himself. 

Dr. Kemmerer asked Mr. Rahilly i f  he had dove in enough area where he had actually seen 
damage t o  the reefs that was caused by rocking. Mr. Rahilly responded that he had dove 
over 100 dives in his life and had seen the damage and had dove wi th  many captains out 
of the Destin harbor, and they were very careful t o  drop their anchors in the sand. His 
guess was the damage was from live rock harvesting, not from anchors. 
Mr. King asked Mr. Rahilly i f  the damage he observed was in federal or state waters. Mr. 
Rahilly answered both. 

Blair Robinson, independent certified dive instructor, Destin, Florida, stated he was in favor 
of the live rock harvest ban. He was surprised that almost all of the other states that 
border have a ban in effect and did not understand why Florida did not. He did not 
understand why  many people should suffer for the needs of a few. He commented that 
when accidental damage is done, such as ships crashing into live rock, the ship companies 
were sued for hundreds of thousands of dollars. Further noting, these were accidents, 
human error, and questioned how people could be allowed do this intentionally. He asked 
the Council i f  they knew who was checking up on the no-chipping rule and enforcing the 
trip limits. He knew there were observers that had gone out and ridden along, but 
everyone knows you would drive a little more cautiously if you have a police in your rear 
view mirror. In general, he felt that the majority should rule, and the majority had spoken 
in opposition of the live rock harvest. 

He commented that the bottom was the foundation of the ocean and t o  chip away at it 
would be like chipping away the foundation of your home. He also felt that the damage 
t o  the reefs was not done by anchors because i f  an anchor hit a reef and broke, or chipped 
it, the broken piece would still be on the bottom. Because these live rocks were actually 
missing, it was his belief that the damage was being done by live rock harvesters. He 
further stated that the natural resource was a limited commodity, and he did not feel it 
could ever be replaced. The live rock harvesters say they will put down live rock, but if 
they take it right back up, how can that be considered replacement. He felt it was only 
a temporary replacement so the rockers could take it later. He felt live rock aquaculturing 
was a good alternative t o  taking the live rock, but he did not see how it was a 
legitimate replacement of a natural resource. 



He stated he had heard public testimony of discovering new species by bringing up the live 
rock. He noted that i f  you continued t o  bring up the live rock it would eventually become 
extinct. He felt the bucket limit was unenforceable and indicated that people were not 
honest about what they actually removed from the bottom. He mentioned a person at a 
public hearing who had denied ever chipping live rock, and the same day he was arrested 
for it. He expressed concern that large pieces of rock were supposedly not chipped yet 
one side was completely dead wi th  an abundance of life on top. He concluded by stating 
that he moved t o  Destin, specifically for the beautiful reefs. He would like t o  see them 
stay there forever. 

Mr. Collins asked whether Mr. Robinson represented other divers or just himself. Mr. 
Robinson responded he only represented himself. 

Dr. Roberts asked if Mr. Robinson supported a total ban of live rock harvesting or just the 
Panhandle waters. Mr.. Robinson replied he supported the live rock ban in the Panhandle, 
but i f  it was put t o  a vote t o  stop it everywhere, he would support a ban everywhere. 

Anna Schmitz, co-owner Emerald Coast Scuba School, Destin, Florida, strongly opposed 
the removal of reefs in the Panhandle. I f  the rockers continued t o  remove portions of the 
reefs, by 1997 many of the reefs that her customers dive and fish on would be reduced 
t o  unproductive skeletons of what they were. She felt that i f  the Council voted t o  ban live 
rock harvesting in their area, the one and only permitholder in their area would simply 
continue t o  run his other business. She further stated that the livelihoods of the 
thousands of other people who make their living solely from these reefs would be ensured 
that the marine habitat off the Panhandle would endure. 

She stated at the public hearing t w o  weeks ago, the Council members heard 178 people 
from all over the country who for a variety of reasons wanted t o  see a stop t o  the reef 
destruction. She indicated there were 14 people who worked wi th the area's only 
permitholder who want t o  be able to  continue selling the reefs so he could pursue his 
aquaculture venture. She was taken aback by all the public hearings the Council had 
conducted. If you look at only the hearings that were held in the affected area which was 
the Panhandle, the public's opinion was loud and clear. She noted there were 167 
opposed in Gulf Shores, Alabama, 126 in Shalimar and 178 in Destin, which was 471 
people who took the time, energy, effort and expense the respond t o  the Council's request 
for opinions. She further noted these people came from a variety of backgrounds, some 
scientific, but mostly divers both professional and recreational and fishermen. 

When the Council considers the hundreds of reports of first hand eye witness reef 
damage, coupled wi th the lack of abundance of hard bottom in the Panhandle and the 
slow recovery period of the reefs in  the northern Gulf, what more scientific or logical proof 
was needed t o  put a stop t o  the live rock harvesting. She questioned whether the Council 
could really discount the hundreds of reports as being false. She stated that the people 
who have testified in opposition t o  the live rock issue were referred t o  as emotional 
fanatics. She further stated that any issue a person cares about or believes in involves 
emotions. This particular issue not only involved her emotions, but also her finances 
because this was how she earned her living. 

She has worked very hard for the last 13 years t o  build a reputation in the dive industry, 
and now she has t o  work even harder t o  protect the very source of her livelihood. She 



concluded by asking the Council t o  her protect her livelihood and the livelihood of 
hundreds of Panhandle workers by enacting the emergency ban in the Panhandle area. 

She further commented that the Pyramid reefs had not shown any rejuvenation after one 
year. She felt having a nine-mile mark would not help matters and that damage would 
happen whether you were in state or federal waters at six, nine or ten miles offshore. She 
addressed the issue of increased usage of the Panhandle, stating that the Destin area has 
grown. She felt that this was just another reason why the reefs must be protected. She 
wanted t o  stand up for all the experienced boat captains in their area who anchor very 
carefully. She explained that boat captains go t o  a reef, find it on their LORAN machine, 
go past the reef, drop their anchor and then the scope was let out t o  where they drift back 
beyond a reef. 

She commented that the individuals who supported the removal of live rock claim the main 
reason they wanted t o  have live rock in aquariums was t o  give the people who could not 
enjoy it the opportunity t o  see it first hand. She asked the Council if they had thought of 
how many people would like t o  come to  Destin, Florida, for a vacation but could not, so 
did that mean they should send all of these people a bucket full of sand wi th a couple of 
sea oaks stuck in the middle of it. She did not think so. In conclusion, she submitted 867 
names in addition t o  the 1100 already submitted in opposition of live rock harvesting, 
adding that all the individuals who signed the petitions received a summary of Amendment 
2, 3, and of all the proceedings so they were knowledgeable of what was going on. 

Mr. King wanted t o  clarify t o  Ms. Schmitz that the only reason he continued t o  question 
state waters or federal waters was t o  distinguish the Council is authority. He further 
added that the Council only had authority over the federal waters, and i f  Ms. Schmitz felt 
there was a problem wi th state enforcement, that she should address the individuals who 
govern the state waters, not t h e  Council. 

T. L. Disler, Destin, Florida, stated in order for the live rock regulations t o  be enforced it 
must be prohibited in federal, as well as state waters. He did not understand why the 
Council members seemed t o  be so adamant about regulations in the Panhandle, when live 
rock collection was prohibited in all of the Gulf states west of Florida. He noted that 
Amendment 3 contained alternatives of proposed actions for live rock harvest off Florida's 
northwest Panhandle. Destin, Florida was the affected area of this specific issue. 

Accordingly, the March 2nd Gulf Council hearing in Destin had t o  be recognized that the 
vast majority of the northwest Florida community was against live rock removal. The 
number of people who opposed this destructive practice was growing at a dramatic rate. 
The more people who found out about live rock collection, natural vertical habitat removal, 
the more people realized that this activity defied logic and common sense. He realized 
how desperately more bottom structure was needed, and i f  there was not enough now, 
how could w e  afford t o  loose anymore. Removing existing natural structure could only 
result in habitat loss, marine loss and economic loss. 

He felt aquaculture might be possible, but he felt it was ludicrous t o  say it "made up" for 
the destruction of our natural structure. A pile of rocks did not replace a natural reef 
which was a complex and diverse marine ecosystem which took eons t o  evolve. I t  made 
no sense t o  remove a natural live vertical structure and then say you were taking the live 
rock and replacing it wi th dead rock, and when the dead rock harbors life, you remove it. 



He felt this was not compensation for the destruction of natural bottom structure and felt 
aquaculture should not be conducted at the expense of natural habitat. 

On the subject of personal use allowance, he felt the problem remained the same. He did 
not understand what difference it would make whether there was one person taking 
2,000 pounds, 40 people taking 5 0  pounds, or 2 0  people taking 25 pounds, it still added 
up t o  a lot of reef destruction. He noted the reefs of Alabama were protected from live 
rock collection and asked the Council i f  Destin's habitat was not just as precious. He 
stated the people of Destin were not asking for any special consideration, they just 
wanted the same protection as the Alabama reefs just a few miles away. He concluded 
by asking the Council t o  recommend an immediate emergency ban in the Florida Panhandle 
prohibiting the taking of live rock in any capacity. 

Joy Saddler, Destin, Florida, stated she hoped the Council members took into 
consideration all of the people who were speaking t o  them in opposition of live rock 
harvesting. She noted they had all taken their time, energy and money t o  speak t o  the 
Council on a subject they believed in. She asked the Council how many letters had t o  be 
written or petitions had t o  be signed before the Council would realize the removal of live 
rock in the Panhandle was wrong. She felt the fishing, diving and tourism industries of 
Destin would suffer an economical loss as a result of the removal of live rock. 

She noted that only one person in the Destin area doing the harvesting of live rock and 
that one person stated that they supply five t o  ten percent of live rock t o  this industry. 
She stated that concerned her because they had an emergency ban this year for three 
months. She asked if Mr. Perret voted to  ban live rocking in Louisiana. No one on the 
Council knew the answer. She indicated she had heard that Mr. Perret had voted t o  ban 
the harvesting of live rock in Louisiana, and asked the Council why he would not vote t o  
ban it in Destin, Florida. She felt everyone was in support of aquaculture but not as a 
replacement for a precious resource. 

In conclusion she added that she was looking through the Gulf Council's brochure which 
stated the Council was responsible for developing and monitoring fishery management 
plans t o  provide the best use for fishery resources in the Gulf of Mexico. She felt it was 
also the responsibility of the Council t o  protect. She hoped the Council would also protect 
the Panhandle. 

April Culp, Destin, Florida, stated the Choctowhatchee Bay was a dying bay, and they had 
a dead harbor and a sick Gulf of Mexico. Destin used t o  be called the luckiest fishing 
village in the world but not anymore. She stated twenty years ago you could catch just 
about all the fish you wanted, now you can hardly catch anything. She stated the 
Panhandle needs the Council's help and protection desperately. The Governor and all 
concerned wanted the Council's support and protection from live rock harvesting in the 
Panhandle. 

She was very upset that it had taken so long, and their environment was in dire need. She 
knew first hand what the live rock harvesters were like and how much rock they sold. 
She related they sold a lot of rock as she worked there over four months, and the phones 
never stopped ringing. She did not know exactly how long people had been selling rock 
or harvesting live rock in the Destin Panhandle area, but she did know their water quality, 
and ecosystem could not withstand all the environmental impact that it had received. She 



commented that last year they had a horrible flooding that was detrimental t o  a lot of their 
\ area. She had heard Mr. Smith state that he had put down some aquaculture rock and 

when he came back it was virtually dead. She further stated that she hated t o  see Mr. 
Smith go t o  the expense of putting down rock that might only have a 50-50 chance of 
success. She especially did not want t o  see the natural resource destroyed for the sake 
of aquaculture. She felt aquaculture was a good thing but not in replacement of the 
natural resource. She concluded by asking the Council t o  put a ban on all removal of 
anything from the natural resource in the Panhandle. 

John Benn, General Counsel American Aquarist Society, pointed out in the briefing books 
there was a partial document filed by himself, in conjunction w i th  a second attorney not 
related t o  him, but whom conversed wi th him on this particular project. He stated the t w o  
of them took a legal look at  Amendment 3. He noted the document that was supplied t o  
the Council was 5 0  pages in length, wi th t w o  appendices and reflected public comments 
that he felt balanced out in  great measure the public testimony that was heard in Destin 
from people that were not members of his and the other attorney's respective 
organizations. 

The attorneys have reviewed the amendment, and stated there were some legal problems 
wi th  the compliance of Amendment 3 dealing wi th the appropriate executive orders and 
dealing w i th  the various regulatory items that need t o  be considered. He also noted in the 
comments several notations about internal inconsistencies where Amendment 3 internally 
contradicted itself. He added that the Council was probably aware that Amendment 2, 
which was thought t o  be over with, was currently under judicial challenge in the southern 
district of Florida. Certainly Amendment 3 was something which needed t o  be considered 
very seriously, especially wi th the directive that any amendment had t o  be based upon the 
best scientific information. He advised he would divide his comments into three areas 
beginning w i th  personal use. After the Houston public hearing he thought the personal 
use issue was dead. However, there apparently was at  least some interest on behalf of 
the Council realizing that there was no limitation on any other fishery that precluded 
recreational use. 

Looking at  it historically, the Council's own Coral Advisory Panel over a year and a half 
ago recommended recreational use allowance. He noted that information came from 
Council's internal documentation. The organization he represented, and now the Marine 
Aquarist Societies of North America throughout the country, have also gone on record t o  
indicate there was an interest in personal use. The reality check was t o  distinguish 
between what was being criticized versus what his organization supports. He stated his 
organization supported a recreational use that was limited t o  per boat, purchase of a 
permit and most importantly carried w i th  it a preclusion on any commercial resale. The 
only thing he had heard from public testimony was that it presented an enforcement 
problem. He felt that the enforcement problem being projected was certainly much less 
than a whole variety of recreational fisheries enforcement problems that the Council faced 
day t o  day on other fisheries. Nonetheless, after 1997 the only people collecting any wild 
live rock would be those wi th permits. He was disturbed that Dr. Kemmerer's organization 
waited until March 10th t o  bring t o  the surface i ts critical economic concern. He stated 
he would have challenged Dr. Kemmerer's organization earlier had they presented the 
information in time. 

He discussed the economic concerns with the economist during the break and the 



economic thought was when you offset the fact that the permitholders agreed t o  pay a 

i fee for the permit, they do not have an economic situation. He noted that Dr. Kemmerer 
had not been a proponent of personal use. He stated his organization was in support of 
maintaining the alternative for personal use, no commercial sale, a permit being required 
and a fee be assessed wi th those funds earmarked for sanctuary and other resources. 

Secondly, the Marine Aquarium Societies of North America have opposed the one-inch 
holdfast. They feel the one-inch holdfast did not equate wi th good science and that it 
indicates the one-inch holdfast restriction would affect the survivability of octocorals in 
a closed environment. They thereby recommended that the Council go wi th the three-inch 
holdfast. He stated that had he not been in Mobile last week trying t o  get good science 
on the availability of rubble rock, he would have had statements by some of the best 
marine biologists indicating the one-inch was a bad decision. He noted Amendment 3 
states in one section there were state rules in Florida, another section states it was 
proposed. He requested the representatives from the State of Florida clarify this and give 
a citation whether the rule was being proposed or in fact the rule currently existed. 
Secondly, Amendment 3 indicated the FMP required us t o  defer t o  state action. That 
was not correct, your FMP may have said that but when the regulations went into the 
Code of Federal Regulations there was no such citation. He questioned Ms. E.V.E. Joy 
t o  show him in the Code of Federal Regulations where it states you have t o  defer t o  the 
state issues. He read part 638 in i ts entirety and stated he did not see anything that 
indicated you would have t o  defer on the octocoral issues. 

Lastly, he commented on the current available science, stating there needed t o  be a 
holdfast larger than one-inch. The last issue he commented on dealt wi th the closure of 

\ the Panhandle area. He had heard a lot of public testimony and did not understand the 
passion in which the public spoke, further indicating that in  reality, the aquaculture 
harvesters had put down more rock in the State of Florida than had been harvested. He 
noted that Richard Londeree said in lslamorada he had three million pounds down in the 
State of Florida waters and his business plan was t o  put ten million pounds of rock down 
so that at  any given time even though he was going t o  be harvesting part of it, he got a 
maturing rock base that was going t o  exceed six million pounds of rock in state waters. 
In the Destin area, he felt i f  Amendment 3 was approved closing the Panhandle, by the 
time it became effective in terms of final regulations based upon the amount of rock that 
Mr. Smith was harvesting we would be talking, at the most for the rest of 1995 and 
1996, approximately 40,000 pounds of wild live rock. If he continued wi th his business 
venture, he would be placing four times that amount in habitat on the bottom. He asked 
the Council i f  they understood that if they did not close the Panhandle, the Destin area 
would have an increase in the terms of amount of the habitat. 

He stated as far as damage the science vessel that NMFS had in the Florida Keys did more 
extensive damage t o  that ecosystem by accident than what had been documented before 
this Council. He felt that was indeed an important issue that should have been 
considered. He requested that the Council look at  the actual numbers that were present, 
and the lack of scientific evidence. He stated both of his organizations realized there was 
a lack of science so they pooled their resources t o  train marine fisheries biologists in an 
attempt t o  provide some science. He explained in independent information he had 
previously asked for people t o  supply him wi th LORAN coordinates where these people 
could dive. These people were unrelated t o  them, and they were just providing the 
funding t o  get scientific data. He suggested that if the Council had any lingering doubts, 



there was substantial monies available for research. He felt the other issues dealing wi th 
trip limits and quotas were adequately addressed in terms of the preferred options. He 
concluded by stating that his organization supported personal use, they opposed the one- 
inch holdfast on octocoral, and lastly, they strongly opposed the closure of the Florida 
Panhandle. 

E.V.E. Joy responded t o  Mr. Benn's question stating the citation would be 50 CFR Parts 
638.450 and 638.4, paragraph A-2, i.e., if a regulation in this part or a catch, landing or 
gear regulation of a state landing are different, a person issued a permit under this 
paragraph must comply wi th a more restrictive regulation. 

Mr. Williams related t o  Mr. Benn his citation was Florida Administrative Code Chapter 
4642 effective January 1, 1995. He stated he had a copy in his room i f  Mr. Benn would 
like it. Mr. Benn asked if Mr. Williams had read the section in Amendment 3 that stated 
it was a proposed regulation. Mr. Williams replied that it might have been back then, but 
it was effective now. 

Dr. Kemmerer thought the NMFS vessel referred t o  by Mr. Benn that supposedly caused 
damage t o  live rock was actually a University of Miami vessel. He also asked Mr. Benn 
i f  he was aware that i f  they collected fees for permits, they were not maintained by the 
agency and they would not go into sanctuaries they would go back t o  the general treasury 
by law. Dr. Kemmerer questioned Mr. Benn i f  he was suggesting fees go t o  sanctuaries. 
Mr. Benn stated they would like t o  see fees collected t o  go t o  the sanctuary property. He 
felt the sanctuaries were all causes well worth financial resources. Dr. Kemmerer stated 
that was a nice thought but was not the current law. Dr. Kemmerer asked i f  Mr. Benn 
was supporting a ban of commercial harvest of wild live rock, even though there would 
be a continuation of personal use harvest. Mr. Benn replied in 1997 yes. Mr. Benn stated 
he did not feel there were any inconsistencies in the two, probably no more than 300 t o  
400 pounds per year on personal use collection under a permit compared t o  approximately 
500,000 pounds that was allowed t o  be collected by commercial collectors. Dr. 
Kemmerer asked i f  he was aware that in many of the fisheries the recreational fishermen 
took far more than commercial fishermen and questioned why that would not be the same 
under live rock harvest basis. Mr. Benn replied the most they want t o  have was a five- 
gallon bucket, so they approached it wi th the mind set that they cannot have more than 
the bucket t o  begin with. 

Shella Barger stated she thought possibly not everyone had gotten a copy of the updated 
version of the 50 CFR 638 rule that was quoted. She further stated that Mike McLemore 
admitted that he did not have the updated version dated January 11, 1995, adding that 
may be that was where some of the confusion was. She agreed wi th  John that i f  you had 
a larger species of octocoral that your one-inch would not be enough of a substrate t o  
permit foundation t o  hold it upright. She felt the state went behind them and handled it 
the way they wanted to, covering up w i th  638. She stated the people on the west coast 
of Florida had done what the Council had requested in Amendment 2 t o  convert t o  
aquaculture. They had six sites in the central west coast and by the Smith's testimony 
they now have done one in the Panhandle. She stated a several people hold multiple 
which was Florida and/or federal permits. As documented in Amendment 3 the permitting 
system for the State of Florida has not yet been completed. She had invested thousands 
of dollars into the conversion as well as research and information t o  help both parties. 
She had heard comments that mitigation was nothing because they planned on taking it 



all. She pointed out that they offered mitigation in 1988 and 1989 t o  a t w o  t o  three t o  
one offer, and it was denied. They said it would not work. 

She also stated the State of Florida was the leader in artificial reefs and commended the 
state for that. She related of the re-deployment of over four million pounds of 
aquacultured rock, which you can count at  least a third of was now wi th  mother nature 
because she has taken it and removed it. She personally knew of 40,000 pounds she had 
given t o  mother nature that will stay there and not come back up. She had head boats 
and diver groups call and thank her for making more hard bottom and providing new areas 
for research, and there were fish all over the rocks that were deployed. 

Regarding the enforcement issue, she felt wi th the new ten inch letters for identification 
on the boats, and the self policing, that the enforcement problems were not so great. She 
also commented that there would always be individuals who were not law abiding, but she 
hoped the Council would make allowances for those who have morals and the ones that 
continue t o  self police. She had helped in reporting, calling Tallahassee, self policing and 
she felt now wi th  the ten-inch letters required by NMFS you cannot miss identifying the 
boats. The 500,000 pound cap would be difficult t o  live wi th but i f  there was any 
allowance that could be given it should go t o  the people that have made the effort, were 
invest into the conversion for aquaculture as required in Amendment 2. 

Mr. King asked Ms. Barger i f  she had a federal permit. Ms. Barger stated yes she did. Mr. 
King asked i f  she was still on the list for a state permit, and would she improve both sites 
i f  granted the state permit. She stated her federal site had already been in effect over a 
year. She was not sure about her state site since she started trying t o  get this going back 
in 1990 and this was now '95, she could not really answer. Mr. King asked the size of 
her federal area. Ms. Barger stated it was not very big, that she chose t o  scatter her 
sites. Mr. King asked i f  she was selling her cultured rock at the present time. Ms. Barger 
said she did not plan on selling her cultured rock for at least another year or more due t o  
the fact that during the winter months growth was hampered. She was one of the four 
people who lost about 10,000 pounds of rock on one of her sites t o  mother nature. She 
further stated that rock was there t o  stay, it had been mitigated and was there t o  stay 
because you cannot find it. Mr. King asked Ms. Barger if she was still harvesting wild live 
rock. Ms. Barger stated yes, and she was one of the ones who suggested the bucket limit 
and also enforcement because she realized the difficulties the state was having trying t o  
do the weighing and she was having t o  do that to  pay her t w o  additional employees for 
the conversion and also for material and research t o  conversion. 

Ms. E.V.E. Joy clarified the regulation referred t o  by Ms. Barger was in the old book, dated 
1984, as well as the new book. 

Mr. Minton asked Ms. Barger how her growth was coming along and had she checked her 
other sites. She stated she had rock out for over a year, in t w o  different sites. She stated 
her husban dove her northern site just t w o  days before, however, because of her travel, 
she was unable t o  get an update as t o  the growth in that area. As far as her southern 
sites, he brought some samples in and she claimed about 7 5  percent were covered 
growth, not as much as they would like, very sporadic spotted, unfortunately they were 
being bombarded wi th barnacles all over them. They have some small tentacles, small 
hydroids that have attached t o  it and also finding difficulty wi th firecorp growing on rock 
that was just deployed and not seeded. A t  the rate it was covering they were afraid it 



was covering faster than the more desirable products, so right now i f  she tried t o  harvest 
her aquacultured rock she would get probably little t o  nothing for it. With all the costs 
incurred in getting the rock out there, it would not be a financially good decision. 

Mr. Wallin asked Ms. Barger how she put the rocks in the water. She stated before NMFS 
came out wi th their guideline, they were taking it out in onion bags weighing 
approximately 57 pounds per bag. They would take out approximately 1000  pounds each 
trip. They then hand deployed the bags over the side one at a time after anchoring on 
their approved number. The divers then would go down, open the bags and dump the 
rock, and then they remove the bags from the water. 

Chris Kopecky, Adventure Quest, New Orleans, Louisiana, stated he spent a great deal of 
time in the DestinIPanama City area. He stated his company books dive trips, certification 
trips and continuing dive education trips t o  that area on a regular basis. When this was 
brought t o  their attention, they spent some time looking at the situation t o  estimate about 
how much money their organization brought t o  the Destin area on a yearly basis. He felt 
all the information presented about how the ecosystem would be affected was 
understood. However, his opinion was strictly from a business standpoint, as a small 
business owner. They conservatively projected they contribute a million dollars a year 
worth of revenue into that area based on the recurring trips and different businesses that 
were affected. The reason their company brought customers t o  the Destin area was for 
the beautiful living coral available t o  look at. He felt that once the live rock was gone, 
there would be no reason t o  dive the Panhandle area, thus the Destin area would lose 
revenue. He commented that i f  you have a limited resource and removed it one chunk at 
a time, regardless of whether you pick it up by your hands or wi th a pick ax or vacuum, 

I you were removing it and it will be forever gone. He concluded by stating he supported 
banning the harvest of live rock in the DestinIPanhandle area. 

Dr. Roberts asked Mr. Kopecky what area he dove in terms of depth. Mr. Kopecky stated 
they dove for the most part in recreational dive limits of less than 1 3 0  feet. 

Daryl Kinnard supported the ban of live rock harvest. 
Cristi Rodman supported the ban of live rock harvest. 
Dave Deldran supported the ban of live rock harvest. 
Cindy Caldwel, supported the ban of live rock harvest. 
Fred Mirrabel supported the ban of live rock harvest. 
Gene Disler supported the ban of live rock harvest. 
Tommy Reid supported the ban of live rock harvest. 
Dave Reid supported the ban of live rock harvest. 

Coral Management Committee Report 

Dr. Shipp reviewed the committee report and a comment received from an AP member 
endorsing the Preferred Alternative of Amendment 3 (Tab F, No. 4a). There were no 
responses from the SSC members because they had reviewed the same issues in 
Amendment 2. 

He reported that in committee the staff reviewed reports of the t w o  public hearings held 
at  Tampa and Destin (Tabs F, No 6a and 6b). In Tampa live rock harvesters expressed no 

I need for a quota since there was no shift of effort from the Atlantic Coast when the quota 



was filled last fall. They opposed reductions of trip limit quantities from 25 buckets. A 
petition opposing harvest as being detrimental t o  the habitat was also presented in Destin 
(Tab F, No. 6b); a large number of individuals, estimated at 150+, expressed opposition 
for continued live rock harvest and requested a ban because of the loss of fishery habitat 
and aesthetic structure for divers. Harvesters maintained they took only loose material at 
a depth beyond 100 feet. 

Dr. Shipp indicated that letters and petitions received were contained in Tab F, No. 7. He 
advised that the NMFS review was contained in a handout dated March 10, 1995 where 
NMFS identifies the recreational take of live rock as a critical issue because it fails t o  
mitigate adverse effects of habitat removal while commercial take is mitigated by 
conversion t o  aquaculture. Further, recreational harvesters were less likely to  be able t o  
identify prohibited corals. Finally, the recreational harvest would be inconsistent with the 
state of Florida regulations prohibiting take by recreational harvesters. 

Dr. Shipp related that Dr. Kemmerer reported as of March 10  some 27 live rock harvest 
permits were issued for persons living on the Atlantic side of Florida and 17 for the Gulf 
side. Ten aquaculture sites have been grandfathered in for southwest Florida. One new 
site has been issued in the Panhandle. 

Annual Quota 

Dr. Shipp noted the committee unanimously recommended and he moved t o  select 
Alternative A.2 as the Preferred Alternative: Establish an annual quota of 500,000 pounds 
of wild live rock from open areas in the Gulf EEZ in 1995 and 1996 after which harvest 
will end. This amount is  to  be optimum yield (OY) during the phase-out after which OY 
is to  be zero. Mr. King offered a substitute motion to  establish a quota of 450,000 
pounds for the area from Collier County to  the Levy County line and 50,000 pounds in the 
northwest Panhandle. Mr. Williams questioned whether the Council could approve the 
substitute motion since it was not presented at public hearings. Dr. Kemmerer 
commented that the general feeling was it could be done if it was less restrictive, and in 
this case it was because the Council had proposed a complete prohibition there. However, 
he deferred the question to  General Counsel. After discussion, Council members 
concluded that since the proposal was less restrictive, it could be done. Mr. Williams 
moved to  table the action on Alternative A.2 until after Council had completed Item D, 
Live Rock Harvest off  Florida's Panhandle. Motion to  table carried. 

Trio Limits for Harvestina Wild Live Rock 

Dr. Shipp noted the committee unanimously recommended and he moved to  select 
Alternative B. 1 as the Preferred Alternative: Status Quo - Permitted vessels are limited to  
25-gallon buckets or an equivalent container volume (1 6.88 cubic feet) of wild live rock 
per daily trip in the Gulf EEZ (this amounts t o  approximately 625 to  1,250 pounds per trip 
Motion carried. -- 

Dr. Shipp noted the committee unanimously recommended and he moved to  select 
Alternative C.l as the Preferred Alternative: Allowable octocorals means erect, non- 
encrusting species of the subclass Octocorallia, except the prohibited seafans Goraonia 



flabellurn and & ventalina, including only the substrate covered by and within one inch of 
the holdfast (Note: this applies to  take of allowable octocorals in  areas where live rock 
harvest is  prohibited). 

Mr. Mintonexpressed concerned whether Council had any scientific evidence to  prove that 
gorgonians with less than three-inches of rock would die. Mr. Lessard replied the reason 
was because they have a tendency to  fall over in the aquarium. Mr. Williams noted you 
could make a false base for the gorgonian, put a slit in the base and slide rock in it, and 
as long as the gorgonian was standing in the aquarium it would survive. Dr. Kemmerer 
noted one of the confusing points was making sure the holdfast remained fairly intact. 
It could be chopped off anyplace above the holdfast and not affect the octocoral as long 
as it stood up. Ms. E.V.E. Joy requested the citation for Florida's rule. Mr. Williams 
responded Chapter 4642 Florida Administrative Code. Motion carried. 

Live Rock Harvest off Florida's Panhandle 

Dr. Shipp noted the committee unanimously recommended and he moved t o  select 
Alternative D.2 as the Preferred Alternative, live rock is permitted in  the Gulf EEZ only 
from Collier County through Levy County until 1997. Chipping of live rock is allowed in 
this area by use of handtools. Elsewhere in the Gulf EEZ live rock harvest or possession 
is  prohibited. 

Dr. Shipp noted the reason for the committee's decision to  select Alternative D.2 was 
because Destin was a fishing and diving community where an active artificial reef building 
was underway t o  provide more habitat. He related live rock harvest was counter to  this 

, program and continued harvest there would be burdensome to  the state. Additionally, 
there had only been two  harvest permits requested in the area, and they felt it was not 
worth keeping open only for two  harvesters. 

Mr. King asked if this would be before or after Council took the motion off the table for 
a cap of harvest. Mr. Swingle replied the motion was to table it until Item D was 
addressed. Mr. King asked if Preferred Alternative D.2 was addressing the harvest issue. 

Mr. Swingle noted that Mr. King was trying to  address this issue under Section A by 
creating a 50,000 pound cap for the Panhandle, and the motion t o  table was t o  wait until 
after this issue had been addressed. Mr. King offered a substitute motion to  adopt 
Alternative D.l by adding a cap of 50,000 pounds of live rock in the Panhandle area and 
also adding a 450,000 pound quota for the live rock harvest area south of the Levy 
County line. Mr. Collins questioned Mr. King's substitute motion, stating he felt it was the 
same one he made before. Mr. King stated his motion was to  adopt Alternative D.l  with 
no chipping of live rock allowed north of Pasco County and was putting a harvest cap on 
live rock in general off the west coast of Florida; plus a subquota in the Florida Panhandle 
so it does not get out of control. 

Dr. Shipp stated Mr. King's motion should be offered as two  separate motions. Mr. King 
could recommend Alternative D. 1 with the 50,000-pound quota as a single motion, then 
a second motion which would revert to  Section 8. Mr. King agreed to  make his motion 
t w o  separate motions and withdrew his original substitute motion. Mr. Collins 
recommended returning to  this subject at a later date. 



Mr. King offered a substitute motion that live rock harvest is allowed in the EEZ along 
Florida's west coast except for Monroe County until 1997. Chipping of live rock for 
removal off a structure is prohibited north of Pasco County, Florida and place a cap on 
harvest of 50,000 pounds in the Panhandle. Substitute motion failed by a roll call vote 
of 10 to  7. 

Dr. Fisher - No 
Mr. Osburn - No 
Mr. Williams - No 
Dr. Kemmerer - No 
Mr. Nix - No 
Mr. Perkins - No 
Mr. Lessard - No 
Dr. Shipp - No 
Mr. Wallin - No 

Mr. Horn- Yes 
Mr. King - Yes 
Mr. Savoie - Yes 
Mr. Martin - Yes 
Dr. Roberts - Yes 
Mr. Woods - Yes 
Mr. Collins - Yes 
Mr. Minton - No 

Dr. Shipp restated the committee motion to  select Alternative D.2 as the Preferred 
Alternative: live rock harvest is permitted in the Gulf EEZ only from Collier County through 
Levy County until 1997. Chipping of live rock is allowed in this area by use of handtools. 
Elsewhere in the Gulf EEZ live rock harvest or possession is prohibited. Motion carried by 
a roll call vote of 10 to 7. 

Dr. Fisher - Yes 
Dr. Kemmerer - Yes 
Mr. Lessard - Yes 
Mr. Minton - Yes 
Mr. Osburn - Yes 
Mr. Williams - Yes 
Mr. Nix - Yes 
Dr. Shipp - Yes 
Mr. Wallin - Yes 

Mr. Horn - No 
Mr. King - No 
Mr. Martin - No 
Mr. Savoie - No 
Dr. Roberts - No 
Mr. Woods - No 
Mr. Collins - No 
Mr. Perkins - Yes 

By consensus, Alternative A.2 was removed from the table. Dr. Shipp restated the 
Preferred Alternative A.2: In order to prevent a transfer of effort to the Gulf EEZ, establish 
an annual quota of 500,000 pounds of wild live rock from open areas in the Gulf EEZ in 
1995 and 1996 after which harvest will end. This amount is to be optimum yield (OY) 
during the phase-out after which OY is to be zero. Motion carried 

Personal Use Harvest of Live Rock 

Dr. Shipp noted the committee unanimously recommended and he moved to  select 
Alternative E.l as the Preferred Alternative: Prohibit the harvest of wild live rock for 
personal use. No take of live rock is allowed without a (commercial) permit. 

Mr. Horn reminded the Council that occasionally a commercial vessel dredges up rock and 
it falls on deck. When this happens the rock could get pushed off to the side and 
forgotten to  be thrown overboard. Should the Coast Guard check the vessel on a routine 
safety check and found the rock on board, they would be in violation. He felt the divers 
that have businesses would perhaps self police their own operations. If they sell a diving 
trip to a person and they are going to  guide them out in the water, they should have a 



requirement that the person would not be allowed t o  bring any rocks back onto the vessel. 
He felt if this would be done, there would not be a problem with enforcement. He offered 
a substitute motion to  select Preferred Alternative E.4: A personal use harvest and 
possession limit of up to  a two-gallon bucket container of live rock is allowed per vessel, 
per day in the EEZ indefinitely. Sale is  prohibited. 

Mr. Johnson stated up t o  this point he had gone on record as having no objection t o  the 
personal use harvest allowance with the proper management measures and as described 
in Preferred Alternative E.4 most of those concerns have been met. Although after careful 
reevaluation of all the enforceability concerns and some internal discussions within his 
office, he changed his position to  support the original committee motion of Alternative E. 1, 
prohibit the harvest of wild live rock for personal use. 

Dr. Shipp felt this was a very serious issue, not just for the reasons spoken about, but for 
most of the people in the U.S. or at least that segment that comes to  the coast and goes 
diving. He felt Council had been preoccupied with the panhandle problems and the total 
annual quota. He supported Mr. Benn's approach to  the problem and did not feel there 
was a serious problem when talking about a two-gallon bucket for people who have 
aquariums and go diving. He felt Council was trying to  take the easy way out because it 
had not been discussed a great deal. He did not see it as being a problem indefinitely. He 
made a substitute motion Preferred Alternative E.5: A personal use permit is  required to  
take live rock in limited quantities specified for one's personal use. Two-gallon bucket 
limit per vessel indefinitely. Sale is prohibited. 

Mr. Swingle noted that E.5 did not have any type of trip limit. Dr. Shipp stated it specified 
a specific amount. Mr. Swingle noted it stated "in limited quantities". Dr. Shipp asked 
if the permit would specify a possession limit. Mr. Swingle stated he thought the Council 
would have t o  specify the amount. He further stated a combination of Alternative E.4 and 
E.5 a two-gallon limit with a permit. Dr. Shipp commented he would incorporate that 
language that the permit be for a two-gallon bucket per vessel and sale is prohibited. 

Mr. Horn opposed requiring a permit that would cost approximately twenty-five dollars. 
He felt it was not going to  be as much of a problem as everyone was thinking. 

Dr. Shipp stated part of the reason he made the motion was to  hear the discussion about 
the issue. He felt this was a more serious issue than had been thought. He directed 
questions to  the dive leaders from New Orleans and Destin, asking how many of their 
tourist patrons felt it was important to  take a couple of pounds of rock as part of the 
experience. An unidentified member of the audience responded that it was too hard to  
get the rock all the way from Destin to  New Orleans without killing it. Substitute motion 
t o  adopt Alternative E.5 failed. Substitute motion to  adopt Alternative E.4 failed 

Dr. Roberts questioned whether this would prohibit a properly licensed aquaculturist from 
selling a trip t o  an individual to  harvest their own live rock. Mr. Williams replied wild live 
rock only. Dr. Roberts stated the reason he brought up that point was because if there 
was a sufficient demand for live rock some people may pay for their own experience of 
going out, selecting it and taking it home. If aquaculturists find some advantage to  create 
that kind of business, at least for a portion of their harvest, he would not want t o  prohibit 
it. Mr. Williams responded that a person that holds a permit has to  harvest the 
aquacultured live rock or there has to  be a document in hand that provides provisions for 



them to  do that. Motion carried to  select Alternative E.l: Prohibit the harvest of wild live 
rock for personal use. No take of live rock is allowed without a (commercial) permit. 

Dr. Shipp moved to  request that the staff be given editorial license to  make appropriate 
changes and submit the document for Secretarial review. Motion carried by roll call vote 
of 1 5  to  2 for the adoption of Alternative E.l (no allowance for personal use). 

Mr. Horn - No 
Dr. Kemmerer - Yes 
Mr. Lessard - Yes 
Mr. Minton - Yes 
Mr. Williams - Yes 
Mr. Perkins - Yes 
Dr. Roberts - Yes 
Mr. Wallin - Yes 
Mr. Collins - Yes 

Dr. Fisher - Yes 
Mr. King - No 
Mr. Martin - Yes 
Mr. Osburn - Yes 
Mr. Nix - Yes 
Mr. Savoie - Yes 
Dr. Shipp - Yes 
Mr. Woods - Yes 

Reef Fish Manaaement Committee R e ~ o r t  

Mr. Horn moved t o  authorize travel for Corky Perret to  attend the bycatch conference in 
Newport, Rhode Island. Motion carried. 

Mr. Horn reviewed the Reef Fish Management Committee Report and on behalf of the 
Committee moved that the Council maintain the 20-inch size limit on red grouper. He 
offered a substitute motion for a 20-inch size limit for red grouper for the recreational 
fishery and an 18-inch size limit for red grouper for the commercial fishery. 

Mr. Horn stated the Council had heard a substantial number of letters read by members 
of the public. He noted most of the letters he had read were primarily from the 
recreational sector. However, several of the letters that supported status quo from the 
commercial sector were basing their comments on the notion that a fishery was in trouble 
or overfished even though it was in recovery. The Council was told by Doug Gregory from 
the stock assessment panel that with all the information available today, in looking back 
the red grouper fishery was never overfished. It had always been above the 20 percent 
overfishing threshold and realistically above 30 percent SPR depending upon the growth 
rate used t o  determine the SPR. The commercial industry was not meeting their quota, 
and they had substantial restrictions placed on them, the size limit being one of them. 
This was not a major reduction although it would give them some increase in harvest. 
Substitute motion carried by a roll call vote of 11 to  6. 

Dr. Fisher - yes 
Mr. Horn - yes 
Dr. Kemmerer - no 
Mr. King - yes 
Mr. Lessard - yes 
Mr. Martin - yes 
Mr. Minton - yes 
Mr. Wallin - no 
Mr. Collins - yes 

I I 

Mr. Osburn - yes 
Mr. Williams - no 
Mr. Nix - no 
Mr. Savoie - yes 
Mr. Perkins - no 
Dr. Roberts - yes 
Dr. Shipp - no 
Mr. Woods - yes 



Mackerel Manaclement Committee Report 

Mr. Williams reviewed the Mackerel Management Committee Report and noted the 
committee recommended and he moved to request NMFS provide the Socioeconomic 
Panel (SEP) with the data enumerated on pages 1 and 2 of the SEP report before the panel 
meets on April 13th and 14th, 1995. Motion carried. 

Mr. Williams noted the committee recommended and he moved to request NMFS provide 
the SEP with information from the permit file, as outlined in the attachment to the SEP 
report, before the panel meets in April. Ms. Joy cautioned that Council could not reveal 
any data that was considered confidential to the panel. Motion carried. 

Mr. Williams noted the committee recommended and he moved to instruct Council staff 
with the help of the SEP Chairman, to request the Stock Assessment Panel to provide 15- 
year projections of harvest for Gulf king mackerel. Motion carried. 

Mr. Williams noted the committee recommended and he moved for the publication of a 
control date on coastal pelagic permits to be effective on publication in Federal Register. 
(This will require concurrence of the South Atlantic Fishery Management Council.) Motion 
carried. 

Mr. Williams noted for the southlwest zone the committee recommended and he moved 
to recommend trip limits for the hook-and-line quota of 125 fish until 75 percent of the 
quota is taken, then 50 fish until the quota is filled. Mr. Johnson noted the issue of culling 
was sensitive with numerical based trip limits. A weight based trip limit could have a slot 

I effect which could still promote culling in attempting to get fish in the optimum size range 
in order to  get the highest market price. He pointed that out that because when speaking 
in purely enforceability terms, the numerical based trip limit would be the better tool to 
use. 

Mr. Minton made a substitute motion of a 1,000-pound possession trip limit until 75 
percent of the quota is filled and then 400 pounds. He offered this motion because he felt 
that even though it was under both systems, this would promote less of the 
culling/higrading, and he felt it could be enforced and the fishermen could determine their 
weights. 

Dr. Roberts asked Dr. Kemmerer whether he thought 75 percent was enough lead time for 
them to know when to take action. Dr. Kemmerer replied yes, in the hook-and-line 
fishery. However, he also felt other options needed to be considered and that this was 
just a temporary fix and would not solve the problems of this fishery. Mr. Williams 
commented that the committee did discuss other actions. Substitute motion carried. 

Mr. Williams noted the committee recommended and he moved to recommend that staff 
include options in FMP amendment to require as a condition of a coastal pelagics permit 
that the applicant agree to follow federal regulations, or as an alternative the more 
conservative of state or federal regulations. 

Ms. Joy felt the word conservative should be replaced by restrictive in the motion. Mr. 
Williams clarified that the more conservative part of the motion applied when the 

I , fishermen were fishing in State waters. It was not meant to impose a state's more 



conservative regulations on fisherme'n operating in the EEZ. Dr. Kemmerer suggested 
adding "when fishing in tate waters" to  the end of the motion. 

Mr. Williams agreed with Dr. Kemmerer that the motion needed t o  be clarified and 
amended the motion to  include "when fishing in state waters." Mr. King also requested 
clarification of the motion. 

Motion as amended carried that staff include options in FMP amendment to  require as a 
condition of a coastal pelagics permit that the applicant agree to follow federal regulations, 
or as an alternative the more conservative of state or federal regulations when fishing in  
State waters. 

Mr. Williams noted this was a joint plan with SAFMC and moved that staff include the 
following issues in the next amendment. 

(1) Change to  allow framework adjustment of the fishing year; 
(2) Increase in the income qualifying requirement including the earned income issue; and 
(3) Limited access wi th emphasis on multiple species fisheries. 

Dr. Kemmerer felt the issues of changing the fishing year by framework was a subtle one 
that the public might not fully understand. This was why it was suggested this be done 
through a framework which essentially eliminates some of the opportunity for the public 
t o  comment on a change. He offered an amendment to  the motion to  present other 
options for adjustment of the fishing year. Motion as amended carried. 

Reef Fish Manaaement Committee Report 

Mr. Horn advised that during the committee report meeting Mr. Swingle reviewed the 
parts of Section 8 that were new, and the committee began to  review the new parts of 
Section 9 in Reef Fish Amendment 11 until they ran out of time. During discussions, 
some committee members suggested deleting or separating into Amendment 12  those 
sections that the Council did not wish to  consider at this time. Mr. Minton asked Council 
t o  consider addressing the Law Enforcement Section first while Tom Schuler was still at 
the meeting. After Council discussion Mr. Nix asked whether it was the intention of the 
Council t o  decide which sections would be included in Amendments 1 1, 12, 13 and 14. 
After that decision, if Council kept the Law Enforcement Section in Amendment 11, it 
would be addressed first. 

Mr. Swingle reviewed the Sections 8.8 through 8.1 1 of Reef Fish Amendment 11. Mr. 
Perkins moved to  defer the following sections to  Amendment 12: Section 8.8, Control 
of Landings Under Annual Allocations; Section 8.9, Modification of Procedure for Notice 
Action Implementation; Section 8.10, Schedule and Procedure for Modification of Rules 
by Notice Action; and Section 8.1 1, Consideration of the Concept. Motion carried. 

Mr. Swingle reviewed Section 9.1 through 9.9 of Reef Fish Amendment 11. Mr. Osburn 
moved that Council proceed wi th Section 9.0, Permitting Requirements, wi th the 
exception of Section 9.9, Permits for Private Recreational Vessels. Council discussed 
which points of Section 9 were to  be retained Dr. Kemmerer offered a Substitute motion 
t o  proceed wi th the following sections: Section 9.1, Reef Fish Dealer Permit Provisions; 
9.2, Transferability of Permits and Endorsements; 9.3, Transfer of Fish Trap 



Endorsements; 9.4, Extension of Reef Fish Vessel Permit Moratorium; 9.5, Charter and 
Head Boat Permits and to  modify the wording of Section 9.4 to  state "implementationn 
of a reef fish vessel permit moratorium. Dr. Kemmerer stated the purpose for a new 
moratorium was to  look at other forms of limited entry within the reef fish fishery, and it 
would make it much easier to  ensure that this goes through as a new moratorium, as 
opposed t o  an extension of an existing moratorium. Mr. Swingle stated if there was a 
new moratorium he presumed anyone that chose to  could apply for and be granted a 
permit under that moratorium between the time of public hearings and implementation. 
He felt by changing the wording it created a new moratorium rather than extending the 
license limitation system that was created when the moratorium was put in place. Dr. 
Kemmerer stated technically there was not a license limitation system, it could be called 
that, but in reality it was legally a moratorium. Ms. Joy stated the economical thing t o  do 
was take it the way it was and debate it at a later date. Substitute motion carried. 

Mr. Swingle reviewed Section 10  of Reef Fish Amendment 1 1. Mr. Wallin moved t o  retain 
Section 10.0, Commercial Hook-and-Line Harvest by Shrimp Vessels, in Amendment 11. 
Motion carried. -- 

Mr. Swingle reviewed Section 1 1 of Reef Fish Amendment 1 1. Mr. Fisher moved to  retain 
Section 11.0, Enforcement Issues, in i ts entirety in Amendment 11. He requested Council 
allow Mr. Schuler t o  identify other items that should come under the law enforcement 
section. Mr. Roberts asked if Mr. Schuler could identify the sections he felt should go into 
law enforcement section and hold comments until later. Mr. Schuler replied Sections, 9.1, 
9.5, 9.8 and all of Section 1 1. Motion carried. 

Mr. Swingle reviewed Section 12 of Reef Fish Amendment 1 1. Mr. Horn moved to  defer 
Section 12.0, Florida Compatible Closures, in its entirety to  Amendment 12 . Motion 
carried. 

Mr. Swingle reviewed Section 13  of Reef Fish Amendment 1 1. Dr. Shipp moved to  defer 
Section 13.0, Framework Procedure for Non-TAC Management Regulations, i n  its entirety 
to  Amendment 12. Motion carried 

Mr. Swingle reviewed Section 1 4  of Reef Fish Amendment 1 1. Mr. Horn moved to  defer 
Section 14.0, Additional Species for the Management Unit, in its entirety to  Amendment 
12. Motion carried. 

Mr. Swingle reviewed Section 15 of Reef Fish Amendment 1 1. Dr. Shipp moved t o  retain 
Section 15.0, Amberjack, in its entirety in  Amendment 11. Mr. Horn offered a substitute 
motion to  defer Section 15.0 in its entirety to  Amendment 12. Dr. Shipp opposed 
deferring Section 15 any longer. Mr. Johnson agreed with Dr. Shipp, stating that there 
were fishermen who fished for amberjack, and he felt this issue needed t o  be addressed 
and not postponed. Substitute motion failed by a vote of 4 to  10. Motion carried. 

Mr. Swingle reviewed Section 16 of Reef Fish Amendment 1 1. Mr. Williams moved t o  
include Section 16.0, Gag and Black Grouper Size Limits, i n  Amendment 11. Motion 
carried 

Mr. Swingle reviewed Section 17 of Reef Fish Amendment 1 1. Mr. Horn moved to  defer 
i Section 17.2, Maximum Size Limit Alternatives, to  Amendment 1 2  and retain Section 



17.1, Minimum Size Limit Alternatives in Amendment 1 1. Motion carried 
\ 

Mr. Swingle reviewed Section 18 of Reef Fish Amendment 1 1. Mr. Horn moved t o  defer 
Section 18.0, Florida Compatible Size Limits, to  Amendment 12. Motion carried by a vote 
of 1 3 t o  3. 

Mr. Swingle reviewed Section 19 of Reef Fish Amendment 1 1. Mr. Wallin moved to  defer 
Section 19.0, Florida Compatible Bag Limits, to  Amendment 12. Motion carried. 

Mr. Swingle reviewed Section 20  of Reef Fish Amendment 1 1. Mr. Horn moved t o  defer 
Section 20.0 Aggregate Bag Limit for Reef Fish, to  Amendment 12. Dr. Shipp offered a 
substitute motion that Section 20  be included in Amendment 11. Mr. Horn opposed the 
substitute motion, stating there was already a lot of issues in Amendment 11 and felt 
there was not enough time between now and the next Council meeting to  devote to  this 
issue. Mr. Minton agreed with Mr. Horn's comment about the time constraints but felt 
that the other sections which dealt with size limits needed to  be taken as a package and 
put into Amendment 12. Substitute motion failed by a tie vote. Original motion failed by 
a vote of 7 to  9. Dr. Shipp moved to  reconsider Section 20.0. Motion to  reconsider 
carried. Mr. Perkins moved to keep Section 20.0, Aggregate Bag Limit for Reef Fish, in 
i ts entirety in  Amendment 11. Motion carried. 

Mr. Minton moved to  reconsider Section 9.8, Conditions of Reef Fish Vessel Permits, be 
included in Section 9.0, Permitting Requirements, of Reef Fish Amendment 11. Motion 
t o  reconsider carried. Mr. Minton moved to  include Section 9.1, Reef Fish Dealer Permit 
Provisions; Section 9.2, Transferability of Permits and Endorsements; Section 9.3, 
Transfer of Fish Trap Endorsements; Section 9.5, Charter and Head Boat Permits; plus 
Section 9.8, Condition of Reef Fish Vessel Permits in Amendment 11. Motion carried. 

Mr. Wallin offered a motion to  reconsider Section 9.9. Motion to  reconsider carried by a 
vote of 9 t o  6. Mr. Wallin moved to  add Section 9.9, Permits for Private Recreational 
Vessels, t o  Amendment 11. After discussion, members of the Council concurred that 
Section 9.9 not be added to  Amendment 1 1, but should be deferred t o  Amendment 12. 
Council's rationale for this decision was that more accurate data needed t o  be provided 
from NMFS and more time was needed for public hearings. Motion failed. 

Dr. Roberts moved to  adopt Section 9.3, Alternative 1, as the Preferred Alternative: Allow 
a one-time transfer of the fish trap endorsement by current holders of the endorsement 
to  any of the 56  individuals who had entered the trap fishery and had logbook records of 
landings from fish traps received by NMFS between November 19, 1992 and February 7, 
1994 and who were excluded from the fishery by the moratorium. Motion carried. 

Dr. Shipp moved t o  send forward Amendment 11 to  public hearings without Preferred 
Alternatives except for any options that members chose to  discuss and add the items in 
Mr. Wickers' letter (attached) items to  the motion. Dr. Kemmerer expressed concern 
about not selecting preferred alternatives prior to  taking Amendment 1 1 t o  public hearings. 
Mr. Swingle replied that some sections of Amendment 8 did not have preferred 
alternatives prior to  public hearings and did not interfere with public comment. Motion 
withdrawn. 

Mr. Horn moved on behalf of the committee to  adopt Alternative 1 for Section 8.2, In- 



season Adjustments, to  include the new step in the framework procedure, be the Preferred 
1 Alternative wi th editorial revisions as suggested by General Counsel; Alternative 1 for 

Section 8.6, Respecify the Restoration Period Procedure, be the Preferred Alternative 
modifying the procedure t o  specify Council rather than Reef Fish Stock Assessment Panel 
(RFSAP) wil l set the recovery period; and Alternative 1 for Section 8.7, Respecify the 
Generation Time Multiplier for Recovery Periods, wi th a two  time multiplier be the 
Preferred Alternative modifying the procedure to  allow setting a recovery period not 
greater than 2.0 times the biological generation time. Motion carried. 

Section 9.4 Extension of Reef Fish Vessel Permit Moratorium 

Mr. Williams offered a motion for the Preferred Alternative t o  allow the present permit 
moratorium to  expire and replace it wi th a reef fish permit moratorium through three or 
five years (December 31, 1998). Vessel permits are to  be transferable by the owner to  
other. persons wi th vessels without transfer of the permitted vessel. Moratorium is to  
consider implementation of a limited access system. 

Dr. Kemmerer amended the motion to  include the following: (1) through three years 
(preferred) ... ; (2) to  include in the new moratorium only those persons currently permitted 
under the current moratorium; and (3) transferable by the income qualified owner... 
Motion as amended carried. 

Mr. Williams moved to  send forward Section 9.1, Reef Fish Dealer Permit Provisions, to  
public hearings without a preferred alternative. Dr. Kemmerer offered a substitute motion 
for Section 9.1 to  select Alternative 1, permitted vessel shall sell reef fish only to  
permitted dealers, and Alternative 2, Require that federally permitted dealers may purchase 
federally caught reef fish only from federally permitted vessels, of Section 9.1 as a 
combined Preferred Alternative. Substitute motion carried. 

Mr. Wallin moved to  adopt Alternative 4 of Section 10.0 as the Preferred Alternative to  
allow crews of shrimp vessels to  harvest by hook-and-line and retain for sale any reef fish 
species which is  not classified as overfished or for which is not classified as overfished 
for which harvest is  not otherwise prohibited. Motion carried. 

Mr. Nix moved to  adopt the enforcement alternatives as the Preferred Alternatives in 
Section 11 as follows: Section 11 .I, Definition of Bait Allowed on Board, for the purpose 
of this paragraph bait means: (a) Any commercially packaged fish purchased from a 
shoreside facility that is accompanied with a receipt and sold as bait and (b) Menhaden, 
cigar minnows, squid, or similar unregulated whole fish less than eight inches in total 
length; Section 11.2, Possession of Reef Fish on Board for Personal Consumption, such 
finfish do not exceed more than the parts of two  complete fish per person on board. The 
complete intact carcass (head, backbone and tail) must be retained on board until the fish 
is cooked; Section 11.3, Permitted Dealers Transport Requirements, the operator of a 
vehicle that is  used to  pick up, from a fishing vessel, reef fish harvested from the Gulf of 
Mexico or adjoining state waters must, immediately upon off-loading, weigh the vessel's 
catch of reef fish by species, and store the individual vessel's catch in  a container marked 
wi th the vessel's name, separate from other vessel's catch. The receiving agent must 
have a copy of the dealer permit and maintain a record available to  enforcement containing 
the name of each fishing vessel from which reef fish were off-loaded and the weights by 



species off-loaded; and Section 11.4, Recreational Bag Limit o f  Red Snapper o n  
Commercial Vessels During Closures, when  a commercial quota i s  reached (for red 
snapper) the  bag limit will b e  reduced t o  zero for  all permitted vessels and their occupants 
to all harvest in t he  EEZ o f  the  indicated species. Motion carried. 

Section 1 5.0 Amberiack 

Mr. Williams moved to  adopt all of the alternatives from Mr. Wickers' letter (attached) along with 
prohibition of sale March 15 through May 15, south of latitude 26 degrees. Mr. Williams 
suggested an option for no sale during April, as adopted by the South Atlantic Council, and an 
option for no sale during April and May. Aareed by consensus. 

Section 16.0 Gaa and Black Grou~er  Size Limits 

Dr. Shipp moved to  adopt as the Preferred Alternative for Section 16.1 Alternative 1 with the 
deletion of the parenthetical phrase to  raise the minimum size limit for gag and black grouper to  
24 inches total length. Motion carried. 

Section 1 7.1 Minimum Size Limit Alternatives 

Mr. Horn offered a motion for Status Quo Section 17.1. Motion withdrawn. Dr. Kemmerer moved 
t o  establish a minimum size limit of 14 inches for the commercial fishery. Dr. Kemmerer offered 
a substitute motion to  remove automatic increase in size limit for commercial fishery (i.e., remains 
at 14 inches) as the Preferred Alternative. Substitute motion carried. 

I 

Section 20.0 Aaareaate Baa Limit for Reef Fish 

Mr. Nix moved to  adopt Alternative 1 as the Preferred Alternative in Section 20, Aggregate Bag 
Limit for Reef Fish, to  establish an EEZ aggregate daily bag limit for all reef fish species of 20 fish 
per person which shall include no more than the following: 7 red snapper*, 5 grouper in 
aggregate, 3 greater amberjack, and such limits as established under Section 19.1 (Note:* Denotes 
bag limits that may be changed under TAC procedure). Motion carried. 

Mr. Wallin moved to  reconsider Section 20  Preferred Alternative, Alternative 1. Motion to  
reconsider carried. Dr. Shipp moved to  adopt as an alternative in Section 20, to  establish a bag 
limit of 20  fish aggregate in addition to  the species regulated by bag limit. Motion carried. 

Mr. Wallin moved to  adopt Alternative 1 as the Preferred Alternative for Section 9.8., Conditions 
of Reef Fish Vessel Permits. Mr. Wallin offered a substitute motion that as a condition of the 
permit the permittee will abide by all reef fish regulations regardless of the type of fish taken. 
Substitute motion carried. 

Mr. Collins moved to  adopt the following public hearing site locations: Panama City, Florida; Port 
Isabel, Texas; Tampa, Florida; Biloxi, Mississippi; Venice, Louisiana; Key West, Florida; Orange 
Beach, Alabama; Port Aransas, Texas; Galveston, Texas; Larose, Louisiana. Motion carried. 

The followina is a verbatim transcr i~t  of the Council's decision to  rescind the November action on 
the ~ r i o r i t v  of the red drum stock assessment. 

Mr. Osburn: I would like to  make a motion to  rescind the vote taken in the November 
Council meeting regarding placing the red drum stock assessment priority over 



the red snapper stock assessment. If I could get a second I would explain. 

Unknown: 

Mr. Collins: 

Mr. Osburn: 

Mr. Swingle: 

Mr. Osburn: 

Mr. Collins: 

Mr. Williams: 

Dr. Kemmerer: 

Dr. Mcllwain: 

Mr. Collins: 

Mr. Swingle: 

Mr. Collins: 

Mr. Swingle: 

Mr. Leary: 

I Mr. Collins: 

I'll second. 

Were you on the prevailing side. 

A motion to rescind does not require it. 

It is not required. 

My justification is that I think we have a train wreck coming, and I think we 
should do something to advert it. We are, in the fall, going to need to correct 
the problems with the quota overrun that have been identified and continue to 
be identified with the current set of information coming from the stock 
assessment panel. However, at our last Council meeting the stock assessment 
panel chairman indicated very clearly that they had "identified a smoking gun" 
that could have a significant impact on their estimates of the stock. I am 
speaking of the reduction bycatch associated with the TEDs and the closures 
that have not been addressed since 1989. They basically wanted an 
opportunity to revisit their data set and their model with the new pieces of 
information, and I think as we come forward in the fall to identify a TAC in a 
very complicated and significant fishery that we ought to have the best 
available information. In addition, we have also had to identify the Council 
made it clear that they wanted the SAP to deal with some new recovery 
strategies to give us some options in that regard. We have been told that we 
cannot change those recovery strategies without a plan amendment and 
basically we can't do that until we get the discussion through the SAP and the 
stock assessment. We need those two pieces of information. It's not to 
reduce the importance of red drum, but I think you need to decide between 
your houses on fire, and this red snapper I think is the biggest fire. 

Moved and seconded. Any more discussion. 

Question for you. I have been on the losing side of this for each of the last 
two meetings. I guess I would like to ask Andy are we too far into red drum. 

I thought that might come up and I think Dr. Mcllwain might have a comment. 

I don't know what the status is. Dr. Brown. 

Dr. Brown? (not in room). Let's vote on the motion. If it passes good, if it does 
not, or do you want to find out if it went the other way. 

All this one would do is move the other motion from the floor 

How far are they on red drum. 

I do not know. 

Dr. Brown is out in the hall on the phone and I just notified him and he told me 
earlier today that today was his deadline to make the choice between these 
two. 

Discussion. Phil. 



Mr. Horn: 

Dr. Roberts: 

Mr. Collins: 

Mr. Swingle: 

Mr. Horn: 

Mr. Swingle: 

Mr. Collins: 

Mr. Williams: 

Mr. Nix: 

Mr. Williams: 

Mr. Collins: 

Mr. Williams: 

Dr. Brown: 

Mr. Collins: 

Dr. Brown: 

Mr. Collins: 

I think we have discussed this extensively and we move on with this. There 
are a lot of reasons why some of us would like to see the other one done. I 
would like to see the snapper done. They are going to get further and further 
behind and with all the things we are asking them to do and we have loaded 
them down with requests. We have management plans that have 
requirements. I think we need to do it and I move to table the motion. 

I second. 

Moved and seconded to table. No debate on that. 

No debate on a motion to table. Table it to any time certain or just 
indefinitely? 

Table it. We have passed a motion. 

That just means that it can be brought up at the next meeting. 

All in favor of tabling the motion. Signify by saying Aye. Show of hands. 
Motion to table failed by a vote of 7 to 9. - -- 

Can we ask Brad a question? 

He just said today is the day. 

May I, Mr. Chairman? 

Yes. 

Brad, we have a motion here to rescind our previous decision to make red drum 
a priority over red snapper. I would like to know, I am on the losing side of 
this. On the other hand, I would like to have red snapper first, but I am not 
interested in forcing a lot of inefficiencies into your system. Is Phil 
substantially into red drum as to where this is be a problem. 

Let me comment on our ability to shift. The ability for us to make that shift 
can still be done at this point. The people who have put most of the work in 
terms of getting ready for red drum are the states because we did go out and 
request it, the state material. Most of that material has not come in yet. We 
are not long on the actual analyses of it other than the fact some people have 
done some work that would have to be redone within another year. We can 
make that switch and do the assessment. But we would begin very quickly. 
This is really the last time we can do it. If this was 30 days from now it would 
be too late because we would be into the actual analyses. We could go either 
way depending on the wishes of the Council. At this point what we have done 
with red drum is primarily probated. 

What would happen to red drum if we rescind it? Would it go another three 
years before you can get the assessment done? 

No, it would go to next year. 

Suppose we need to do red snapper next year? Are we going to have to wait 
another year? How long will this go on? 



Dr. Brown: I wish I could give you a good answer. We were trying very hard to beef up 
our resources, human resources, in this area and of course we got hit by the 
fed reduction and that put it out the window. We would be looking at 
alternative ways of beefing up our resources and the ability to do things 
without additional people. That depends on, it costs more money to do things 
outside and beef it up that way. That depends primarily on 1996 budget 
increases going through. If that goes through, we may not get it fast enough 
next year in terms of allocation, and to encompass next year either. So I guess 
I cannot be very optimistic at this point. 

Mr. Collins: One other question, how many people are working on the stock assessment 
from you office? Say we wanted to do red snapper, how many people? 

Dr. Brown: It would be essentially full-time Phil Goodyear and part-time of several other 
people. It requires, they would be doing pieces of Dr. Phil's direction. 

Mr. Collins: If you were to do red drum, who would be doing it? 

Dr. Brown: About the same, Phil, he would have the lead. Other people would be doing 
pieces of his work but it requires essentially full-time of his direction. 

Mr. King: Brad, what new information might be available in the stock assessment from 
the recreational fishery that we did not have the last time? Are you going to 
have anymore fishing on the area where the train wreck that my good friends 
from Texas referred to in the overruns of the red snapper fishery? I am just 
trying to say, what are we going to gain to isolate specficially where the 
problem might be that would be available for you or in the stock assessment 
at this time that was not available last time. 

Dr. Brown: Essentially we are going to have another additional year's data from the 
recreational fishery to the estimates of the marine recreational fishing survey. 
They will have the catch estimates from that we will have the size composition 
data from that and the size composition data that first becomes estimated in 
the aged data. I might say that the marine recreational fishing survey before 
it is all put together but the state of Texas does its own recreational fishing 
survey according to similar techniques, and it actually has an intensity of 
sampling that Texas potentially equals all the rest of the Gulf put together. 
You say MRFSS but I do not want to discount the fact that we have that major 
contribution to it from the estimate of the state of Texas. 

Dr. Kemmerer: Brad, there is also the information from Chuck Wilson's new growth data age 
and also stuff from Panama City Laboratory that is rather substantial. 

Dr. Brown: Of course in the commercial catch we have the additional commercial catch 
data, and we will have some additional biological data because there are 
ongoing biological studies that provide new information. 

Mr. Swingle: And other recruitment indices. 

Dr. Kemmerer: Yes, the recruitment indices. I was speaking primarily, specifically to the 
recreational data, but yes we will have the new recruitment indices. We will 
have essentially the whole - we will move forward in terms of time and 
hopefully we will also look at the additional biological studies that have been 
funded primarily through marketing contracts that will be available that were 



new that may change things as well. 

Mr. Osburn: Brad, will you also address the bycatch information from the TEDS and the 
closures that was brought up by Doug Gregory at the last Council meeting, and 
some of the impacts that might have if the bycatch mortality is not assumed 
to be 100 percent? 

Dr. Brown: Of course there are several things we have to keep in mind on this. One is we 
will be going through doing most of the basic data, and we will obviously be 
looking at all the bycatch data. Then the stock assessment committee of this 
Council of red snapper will include people like Doug Gregory who will be sitting 
down digesting all of that material and going through it and drawing the 
conclusions and recommendations for this committee. So yes, all of that will 
both be what we can do on analysis and that which is brought in through 
interpretation and understanding of the people who are part of the process of 
producing the report that finally comes forward. 

Mr. King: To that point, then do you know if there will be any information that will show 
that the shrimp effort data that was extrapolated and has been used lately will 
be updated, and maybe new data that would show some of the things that the 
shrimp effort workshop bias that was in that might be incorporated in some of 
the new red snapper stock assessment data? Or is that a moot question where 
we just take the 50 percent reduction in some year that has been in the red 
snapper stock assessment from shrimp trawl bycatch and just keep that going 
just as it has been for a number of years. 

Dr. Brown: You have two aspects, one is honestly we are continuing to try to improve our 
estimates regarding the shrimp effort. It is rather disheartening to see that we 
are now getting significant interviews for effort data in Louisiana that we were 
not able to get in recent years at the current time we are getting in for it. It 
has always been questioned as part of the estimate in terms of what we are 
getting randomly to the extent that we get all of that information coming those 
will all be incorporated in their place in the revised figures. With regard to the 
50 percent reduction in fishing markets, what the assessment tries to look at 
is to try and estimate what is out there currently and project ahead in terms of 
what changes from what we see the best estimate of what is happening 
currently is to project recovery of the stock and that, in terms of the objectives 
and goals, that is going to have to be the decision made by the Council and it 
will have estimates of what 50 percent reduction would bring and what lesser 
reductions or greater reductions typically in the past the size of that reduction 
is less critical than the year that it gets implemented. 

Mr. King: That is the whole point on the effort because that reduction is based upon 
effort only and that bycatch extrapolated by effort; the point is when that 
effort reduction started, now there is some big errors you know what I mean 
that are let us say some beliefs that back when, but because when that one 
percent keeps being 50 percent it started 50 percent back in time and has 
continued to be 50 percent regardless of what is out there today that is where 
the big problem has always arrived, and of course some of us including myself 
leading the parade maybe still believes that problem right there in the stock 
assessment more fully explains why we have the abundance of red snapper 
today which is causing the overruns which is causing the lengthing or the 
shortening of the season and everything in the fishery as opposed to any other 
one thing. I just want to be sure that point was addressed that if we are going 



Mr. Williams: 

Mr. King: 

Dr. Roberts: 

Dr. Brown: 

Dr. Roberts: 

Dr. Brown: 

Dr. Roberts: 

Dr. Brown: 

Dr. Roberts: 

Dr. Brown: 

Dr. Roberts: 

to continue now to put the red snapper stock assessment ahead of the other 
needs of this Council that we are going to be sure and incorporate and look and 
see if we cannot find some error back when that creates the problem that we 
have today. 

I just wanted to state the obvious to Albert and that was also that we are 
going to end up with a new estimate of ABC range on this, Albert, and 
everything is better as has often been said that hopefully that ABC range is 
going to be higher in which case you could have a higher commercial quota and 
maybe better bag limits. 

The only thing I am doing is trying to see where something can have its hat 
hung on. 

Brad, I have a couple questions, Brad if you could. On the red drum 
assessment, what percentage of that total resource does it take to do a red 
drum assessment at state versus federal. You say you are waiting for the state 
information to come in. 

With the red drum, a very large portion of the data used in the analysis is data 
that is held by the various states. So a very significant part of the database 
is, and then depending upon the particular individual and states then of course 
there are different degrees of people that are doing analysis and providing 
material that are then reviewed and considered and done by the stock 
assessment committee. In the red snapper situation most of the data on 
catches and so forth is to be used essentially, even though much of it is 
collected by states it is in turn given to us on a regular basis through state 
federal part so we have already got it, whereas with the red drum you are 
looking at escapement rates and you are looking at all the inshore information. 
There is a lot of information that is not routinely available to us until the state 
assigns it and puts it together and provides it. 

My point is then, the two analyses are not necessarily equal requirements at 
the federal level. Would you agree with that? 

No. 

The question I have got for you then is why ..... (Dr. Brown interrupted) 

The analyses are basically the same requirement at the federal level. The 
provision of the data for the analyses are different. 

Correct. You are going to put fewer federal resources in a red drum stock 
assessment in relationship to the total public cost, state and federal than you 
will on the reef fish? 

Yes. 

The concern I have got about this is, why are we considering these to be 
mutually exclusive then? Why cannot we have both if one is, if we have got 
so much invested from state agencies which tells me, as long as they are not 
federal resources it does not matter if we wasted them, that is what I am 
looking at. In relationship to that, if it is just a smaller percentage to do a stock 
assessment of federal in terms of red drum, federal resources is a smaller 



Dr. Brown: 

Dr. Roberts: 

Dr. Brown: 

Dr. Roberts: 

Dr. Brown: 

Dr. Roberts: 

Dr. Brown: 

Dr. Roberts: 

Dr. Brown: 

Dr. Roberts: 

Dr. Brown: 

proportion of a red drum stock assessment than it is of a reef fish stock 
assessment. I am not convinced we cannot have both. I am really troubled by 
that. I do not find any convincing argument that we cannot have both. 

Let me address it this way. In the actual analysis which basically is a cohort 
analysis and provides the allowable catch, that type of work which is what we 
call our assessment team and is located at the Miami Laboratory, that is the 
same for both. We put the same amount of work into both. If you talk of 
providing all of the various information that goes into that, much more of that 
information comes from the states as opposed to federal or paid by federal. 
Some of it is just a matter of timing because there is a tremendous amount of 
material that comes from the state into the red snapper proposal as well, but 
it basically comes in through the state federal fund program which is turned in 
on a routine basis as opposed to residing with the state and much of that is 
paid for by the states even so there is some specific federal money involved in 
the state federal statistic program. 

Let me ask an extension of that. Is the problem really that you have got Phil 
Goodyear doing both or is it really a cost matter. Which is it? 

The problem is that we have basically, the number of people who have the 
capability of really doing the kind of level of stock assessment that Phil does, 
I can count them on one hand. 

And they are all involved in reef fish and other stock assessments? 

No they are involved in mackerel and they are involved in swordfish, grouper 
and tuna. 

I am getting to that point. Implicit here, somebody has made the decision that 
it is head to head between reef fish and red drum in terms of priority. The 
Council may vote to indicate to you that is in fact the case, but my point is 
this. Why are we making only that comparison? Why are we not making the 
comparison of red drum to shark, mackerel and others? 

Actually because of timing. Yes, if we want to, when we sat down back in 
November in terms of the operations plan we could have well looked at the 
biggest competitor would have been mackerel. We could have looked at 
mackerel as part of that. When we sat down and tried to do the operations 
plan we did not put the mackerel stock assessments into that equation. 

And I can understand why you did not because you saw a vote in November 
that said we wanted to have our red drum stock assessment in 1995. 

It is not a matter of when we sit down with the Council staff and the regional 
office staff and try to draw up the operations plan, of course we have the 
flexibility. We are trying at that point to get what can be established as the 
various Council's priorities. 

Brad, I am not trying to give you a hard time, but what you are telling me is 
you have got very little flexibility in November but when you are right here to 
a critical thing you have got all kinds of flexibility. 

No, no.... 
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Dr. Brown: 
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Dr. Brown: 
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Dr. Brown: 
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Mr. Osburn: 

Dr. Brown: 

Mr. Swingle: 

Dr. Kemmerer: 

Are you willing to switch, you got a lot of flexibility? 

No, what I am saying is we had flexibility in, we would have had some 
flexibility back in November to have said we could have looked at the problem 
saying, we will not do any mackerel work this year. But we will try to do both 
red snapper and red drum, but that question was not raised at that level at that 
time. 

That is what I am trying to say. 

But now at this point we have already been committed to the mackerel, and 
we do not have the ability to move with the .... 
My point is you were already committed to the red drum. Now we are telling 
you to change, it appears from the vote we are about to take. What I am 
saying is why cannot we then compare it to some other stock assessment you 
have committed to. 

Part of it is because the mackerel work, there is a great deal that is going on. 
We have got a mackerel working group meeting in Miami next week. We 
would have to have not been doing things with mackerel earlier on in order to 
start moving on this kind of evidence. 

That is fine, thank you. 

To follow up with what Ken is saying, the heart of it is; is there any way for 
us to say, that is valid, to say red snapper should be prioritized as a stock 
assessment. But red drum should be prioritized after that so that you have, 
you know, number one and number two. What would that do to your schedule 
at this point. Understanding that you cannot take mackerel off the table. 

At this point we can do, for upcoming, you know, within this fiscal year, we 
can do either red drum or red snapper. We have been doing enough moving 
ahead on both to maintain flexibility on that. We cannot do both of them. We 
can do the other one next year. Now if you are looking at next year, wanting 
to do both of those then certainly we can begin looking now to putting 
mackerel in the equation rather than saying here for the next year you are 
willing, looking at raising, we would normally, say you changed, right now you, 
you, you, we are doing red drum, and finally do red snapper next year. If in 
fact that, you wanted to do, keep that, but you also wanted to do red drum 
again next year we need to begin looking now at that compared to the 
mackerel assessment priorities for next year. 

Brad, we shift to a biennial time period to mackerel next year so we will not 
have a mackerel one next year. We built that into the procedure to shift the, 
every two year period. 

I think, let me just jump in. We have an operations plan meeting annually in 
November where we sit down and we work through these and we meet with 
the Council staff; we have three Councils that we have to deal with and there 
is a lot of sharing, plus we have to support the Washington office insofar as 
bluefin tuna, sharks, swordfish so that is how we do it, we do it on an annual 
basis where we sit down and we draw up a contract and that is the time we 
respond to questions like yours, Ken, and try to work through those and make 



those adjustments. The problem is, when you come up almost in the middle 
of the year and say change, well it is tough to do. What Brad is saying is, OK, 
we have already done enough work with red snapper and acquiring the data 
and we could make that shift because it is a very high priority. It is not an 
easy thing to do. It bothers me that we keep trying to shift at a time when the 
plans have already been laid and an awful lot of effort has gone into this thing. 

Mr. Williams: All I was going to say was what Wayne said, and that is that the mackerel, 
next year is an off year for the mackerel assessment, we are doing it every 
other year now so there does appear now that there would be time next year 
to do both the red drum and the red snapper. 

Mr. King: This might be attempting to lock the gate after horse is out, but there is two 
points here that I think is important that should be raised. It is over two years 
now that I have asked questions and been concerned about the operations 
team meeting. Not being critical of staff, but I do not think Council has enough 
input in prioritizing what we feel is necessary on the Council. So for that 
reason I would hope that somewhere we will look at the management 
committee chairman of species that are under plans or that are considered 
overfished or something like that. Be part of the operations team in November 
when these priorities are picked so that we do not have to revisit this issue of 
what we are doing right now. Now that is one thing that I would like to see, 
that be part of the process, or become part of the process. So there is some 
input, you know that they can come back and report to these committees 
before we have the crisis management or the train wrecks, or maybe that is an 
answer, I do not know but I do not want to keep on with what I have observed 
here. Now then the second point is. I know that the ICCAT Advisory Panel 
meeting there has been discussions, and even on Capitol Hill, the discussion 
of moving some of the highly migratory stock assessments out of the 
southeast center up to Woodshole up to the northeast. For one, I do know 
that one of the tuna associations had been lobbying in Congress for that move. 
You are very familiar with that, Brad, and some of the congressional staff has 
made the statement that, "Oh I don't think that would be a good idean so to 
speak. Well, they asked me up there if I would come back and see what the 
action was of this Council. I said I would be glad and I have that part of my 
report to throw this out on this Council and say that because it looks as though 
we have stock assessment shortages of scientists in the Southeast Center and 
because of someone else wanting to have some of the stock assessment work 
moved into another area, now whether you want to leave it or keep it or get 
rid of it, I am not here to tell you or to ask you. I am just making the point 
known that there are some other people that would like to relieve you of part 
of the responsibilities of stock assessment. I do not know if that might free 
people up or not but I am just making that as a point. Thank you Mr. 
Chairman. 

Dr. Brown: I can make two quick comments on that. One is that the effort to move 
grouper and tuna to New England is probably twenty years old and has not 
happened yet. My fear is not moving it to New England if it goes there, it goes 
there. My fear is of course is, if it goes there, the resources go with it because 
the northeast has fought very strongly that they do not want to have anything 
to do with grouper that they have no resources. So if bluefin tuna went to the 
northeast, and the northeast absorbed it within their current capabilities then 
I think that would be, would without question, release capabilities that we 
would immediately not be dealing with this problem of whether we could do 
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red snapper or red drum. It has a lot of advantages to it. But, if they went, 
if the resources that we put into bluefin tuna went to the northeast along with 
bluefin tuna, then it is a zero sum game and we have no benefit for putting 
people here and so the real question is ..... 

Inter department, inter NOAA, inter. .. . 
If that move were to happen would it just be a move of the responsibility, or 
would it be a move of the resources to do that responsibility, and if it is the 
latter it does not help the work we do within the EEZ and the southeast at all. 
To date most certainly if we were to look at it internally the northeast does not 
want it, if they do get it, they would insist that they would get all of the 
resources that are in the southeast move with it. 

I have a continuing question on this. Once the states give you the red drum 
data, how long does it take you to do the red drum assessment? Not when 
you have to deliver it to the Council in case this would have failed, but how 
long does it take to do after you get all the relevant state data in? 

If the analysis, in terms of the timing, the timing has been scheduled essentially 
so that the individuals that we have working on it will be working on nothing 
else. That does not mean that he is not allowed to take a vacation during that 
period, you know, those kinds of things, but there would be no other scientific 
work assigned to him during that period of time. From the time of the, 
essentially now, if this decision is today he will not be doing anything else but 
red drum as far as scientific work up until the meeting of the red drum 
committees. 

Which is October. So if in fact he gets,detracted and has to do reef fish, there 
is no chance that before January you could do the red drum? 

We will be doing everything we can to provide, to facilitate moving red drum 
faster than before, but I cannot promise anything on that. 

The only thing I am getting at here, I am having trouble with calendar years. 
January 19, 1996 would be helpful to certain people in states I think that are 
facing decisions in their legislative area in March or so. 

What I would have to do is go back and go in some detail as to what we might 
be able to do to, you know, move on that kind of a level. 

Thank you. 

I will look at that and from that standpoint to see what we can do. There may 
be some possibilities of doing that because, and I will have to investigate that 
and I can certainly get back to the Council on that. 

Thank you, I appreciate that. 

Alright, there is a motion to rescind the vote taken in the November Council 
meeting regarding placing the red drum stock assessment priority over the red 
snapper stock assessment. Are we ready to vote on the motion? All in favor 
of the motion raise your hand please. 
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I am not sure what this is saying. So we are saying both things at once? 

No. 

Yeah, we will have to bring it up for another vote. 

Yeah, the motion was just to rescind the motion that the Council passed. 

It is to rescind then we will have to bring it up again. 

It just did not make any sense. 

Well, that was the motion in November to place the red drum stock 
assessment in priority over the red snapper stock assessment. 

We have to undo it. 

No that does not do it. 

Oh yeah, I see, the wording here is confusing. 

No, that was the motion that was made in November to put red drum as 
highest priority and that is the motion you are rescinding. 

Yeah, but it was not to replace, it was up there and then we voted against it. 

Maybe instead of the word replace, it should be to put the red drum stock 
assessment over the red snapper stock assessment. That is what we did in 
November, that is what we are proposing to undo now. 

Did they not already vote the first time. Let us vote. 

We vote on the table. 

They voted for it, now they are debating it still. 

No, we voted to table, that is all we voted on, 7 to 9. 

In other words, if this is passed does that put the snapper assessment back in 
the first position? 

No, it just eliminates the motion and then it would have to be another motion 
to put red snapper as priority. 

That is just rescinding the action we took at the November meeting. 

Julie you need to put red snapper replaced. 

Do you understand the motion is to rescind the action we took in November? 
All in favor of the motion, raise your hand. Motion carried by a vote of 9 to 8. 
Alright, floor is open now. 

What is the count Mr. Chairman? 



Mr. Swingle: I got 9 to 8, it passed. 

Mr. Nix: It was 9 to 8. 

Dr. Shipp: I move that Council request NMFS place red snapper stock assessment as a 
priority over red drum. 

Mr. Collins: Moved and seconded. Discussion. 

Dr. Roberts: I would like to amend the motion if I could. Amend the motion to also request 
that NMFS make every. effort possible to complete a red drum stock 
assessment by February 1996. 

Mr. Wallin: Seconded. 

Dr. Shipp: Let us accept that as a permanent amendment if you want to. 

Mr. Collins: Alright. Andy. 

Dr. Kemmerer: Mr. Chairman, not as part of the motion, but point of clarification, I think it has 
always been the intent that if this motion goes through this assessment will 
include a careful evaluation of alternative management options, and I just want 
to make sure that is the understanding and Brad, that is clear it would consider 
other management options as a major part of it. Motion carried by a vote of 
13 to 2. 

Mr. Collins: Any other discussions? All in favor of the motion raise your hand. Opposed? 
Motion passes. Is that all of reef fish now? Is that it? Anybody got anything 
else on reef fish? 

Dr. Kemmerer: Update on red snapper landings or anybody interested? 

Mr. Collins: That is other business. Do you want to take that up now Wayne? 

Mr. Swingle: Yes. 

(End of verbatim transcri~t) 

Other Business: 

Dr. Fisher moved to approve travel for Habitat Protection Committee members, and Mr. Hoogland 
to attend the workshop in New Orleans. Motion carried. 

Dr. Kemmerer reported on red snapper landings, noting as of March 9th, slightly over a million 
pounds were landed compared to approximately 1.1 million pounds last year at roughly the same 
time. However, roughly the same time had three additional days associated with it. That meant 
they were roughly on target or running about the same as they did with 1994, possibly slighly 
ahead of 1994. Texas was slightly ahead of where they were last year, 31 3,000 pounds versus 
296,000 pounds. Louisiana was 470,000 pounds versus 550,000 last year so it was slightly 
behind. Mississippi was slighly ahead, Alabama was slightly behind, and the Florida Panhandle was 
slightly behind where they were last year. He felt this season would close in less days than it did 
last year. 

Dr. Shipp asked if anyone knew what had been happening with prices. Dr. Kemmerer responded 
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that he understood the prices started out alright, but stated,that Mr. Horn probably had better 
information on prices. He did state, however, that he had heard complaints that prices fell to 
about $1.50 per pound. Linda Johnson stated that currently prices were $2.00 across the board, 
and she felt confident that prices would go up within the next couple of days. Dr. Kemmerer 
asked Ms. Johnson if she thought the prices were running slightly behind what they did last year. 
Ms. Johnson replied, not at this time; however, they did go to an all time low during the first week 
of the season which was $1.50. She said she had never seen it go that low before. 

Mr. Horn stated the snapper price started out at $2.50 per pound, and he thought no one had paid 
more than that. He felt the breakdown in sizes was one of the reasons for the stability of the price 
more so than the landings. 

Dr. Kemmerer requested a report on other states as to whether they had adopted the 18-inch size 
limit for red snapper. It was noted that Texas and Louisiana had not yet adopted the 18-inch size 
limit, and Dr. Kemmerer offered a motion for Council to send letters to Texas and Louisiana urging 
them to move as quickly as possible with the adoption of the red snapper 18-inch size limit and 
bag limit. Mr. Osburn asked Dr. Kemmerer why he did not include Florida and Mississippi in his 
motion. Dr. Kemmerer accepted Mr. Osburn's comment as an amendment to the motion to include 
Mississippi and Florida. Motion as amended carried. Four Council members abstained. 

MEETING RECESSED AT 3:45 P.M., WEDNESDAY MARCH 15, 1995 AND RECONVENED IN 
CLOSED SESSION AT 4:00 P.M. 

Advisorv Panel Selection Committee Re~or t  

Mr. King reported that in closed session the committee reviewed attendance records of current 
panel members and candidates for vacancies. 

The Council, in closed session, took the following actions: 

In the appointmentlreappointment notification letters, remind members that they serve as individual 
advisors to the Council and should take care that they do not give the impression that they speak 
for the Council. 

Billfish AP - Removed William Cofield, John Boggs, Betty Cheramie, Buck Gladden, Ill, J. Hoke 
Peacock, Lenwood Saywer, Jr. and Bob Zales, II. 

Butterfish AP - Reappointed current membership. 

Coastal Miaratorv Pelaaic AP - Removed A.G. Andy Burns, William Dekemel, Brian W. LaRose, 
Charies Pitre. Appointed Wayne Estay, William C. Penick, Ill, Iris Ethridge and Tim Torrence. 
Appointed Bob Zales, II as Chairman and George Brumfield as Vice Chairman. 

Coral AP - Removed Cliff A. Willis, James Barkuloo, Eilene F. Crabtree. Appoint Shella Barger and 
Michael Walker. Appointed Billy D. Causey as Chairman and Henry Feddern as Vice Chairman. 

FloridalAlabama Habitat Protection AP - Removed Ken Haddad, Mary Kumpe, John Outland. 
Appointed Rick Wallace, Roy Lewis, Ill and Robert McMichael. Appointed Stevens R. Heath as 
Vice Chairman. 

Louisiana/Mississi~~i Habitat Protection AP - Removed Ronald Anderson, David Soileau. Appointed 
lvor van Heerden, Bill Berry and David Richard. Appointed Phil Bowman as Chairman. 

Texas Habitat AP - Removed Leland Roberts, Feenan Jennings. Appointed Robert Spain, Mike 



Hightower and John Cliburn. Appointed Bill Baker as Chairman. 

Law Enforcement AP - Reappointed current membership. 

Red Drum AP - Removed Bonnie Beall, Alan Allen, Linwood Grierson, James Robertson. Appointed 
Robert Watters, Dr. E. Frank Rawlings, Howard I. Mason, Jr., James H. Williams and Karen Bell. 
Appointed James Reahard as Vice Chairman. 

The committee recommended that the Reef Fish AP be divided into two panels of 15 members 
each. One a red snapper panel, the other a panel for other reef fish. Some members might serve 
on both panels. 

Red S n a ~ ~ e r  AP - Removed Tom Clark and George Brumfield. Appointed Gary Graham, Carl 
Anderson, Ronald Anderson, Linda Johnson, Alan Matherne, Bobby O'Barr, John Williams, Kay 
Williams, Nathan Cox, Howard Mason, Jr., Mike Thierry, Richard Legnon and Felix Cox, Mike 
Whitfield and Ted Loupe. Appointed John Williams as Chairman and Gary Graham as Vice 
Chairman. 

Other Reef Fish AP - Appointed Daniel Campo, Bob Spaeth, Marty Harris, Don DeMaria, Gus Loyal, 
Karen Bell, Gregg Harring, Gene Turner, Johnny Yarbrough, Frank Stevenson, Ralph Allen, Bob 
Zales, II, Mel Berman. Appointed Bob Zales, II as Chairman and Marty Harris as Vice Chairman. 

Shark AP - Removed Terry Copeland and Royal Stephens. Appointed Chris Brannon. 

S h r i m ~  AP - Removed Earl Fayard, Jr., Jan Harper, Jerald Horst, Larry Shafer and Eddie Toomer. 
Appointed Wilma Anderson, John Shafer, Nathan Billiot and William Chauvin. 

I S ~ i n v  Lobster AP - Removed Bob Holston. Appointed Eddie Owl. 

Stone Crab AP - Removed Teresa Thomas. Appointed Jerald Horst. 

Swordfish AP - Removed Walter Zimmerman. 

Tuna AP - Removed G.T. Bediford, Jr. and George Caravageli. 

SSC Selection Committee Re~or t  
Dr. Ship reported the committee met in closed session, reviewed attendance records of SSC and 
Stock Assessment Panel members and the resumes of persons requesting to serve on the SSC. 

Standinrr Scientific and Statistical Committee - Removed J.Y. Christmas, Nelson Ehrhardt, William 
Hosking and Joseph E. Powers. Appointed James Cowan, Jr., George Guillen, H. Dick Hoese, 
James Wilkins and Charles Wilson. 

S~ecial Butterfish - Reappointed current membership. 

S~ecial Coral - Removed Thomas J. Bright. 

S~ecial Mackerel - Removed Churchill Grimes and Eugene Nakamura. Appointed Douglas DeVries 
and Mark Schexnayder. 

S~ecial Oceanic Miaratorv S~ecies -Removed Grant Beardsley, Edwin Irby, Jr. and Charles Wilson. 
Appointed James Franks, Bruce Thompson and Thomas Warren. 



Special Red Drum - Removed Charles Wilson. Appointed Rowland Thomas. 

S~ecial  Reef Fish - Removed Terry J. Cody. Appointed Page Campbell. 

S~ecial  Shark - Appointed Karl Mapes, Sr. 

Special Shrimp - Removed Richard E. Condrey. 

Special Spinv Lobster - Removed Scott Quackenbush. Appointed Mark Butler. 

Special Stone Crab - Removed William Lindberg. Appointed Victor Restrepo. 

Mackerel Stock Assessment Panel - Removed Linda Mercer. Appointed Douglas Gregory. 

Red Drum Stock Assessment Panel - Removed Tom Mcllwain. Appointed Rowland Thomas and 
James "Tut" Warren. 

Reef Fish Stock Assessment Panel - Removed Richard Condrey. Appointed Charles Wilson. 

Shrimp Stock Assessment Panel - Removed Joseph Powers. Appointed Stevens Heath. 

Socioeconomic Assessment Panel - Removed Anthony V. Margavio and Sara Meltzoff. Appointed 
Forrest Deseran, David Johnson and Priscilla Weeks. 

Meeting Adjourned at 5:00 p.m. 
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